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PRINTING TELEGRAPH SYSTEMS

(PART 1 )

Edition 1Serial 2110A

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF PRINTING TELEGRAPH

SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

1. Telegraph systems that record the transmitted signals

in plain Roman letters upon a moving tape or a sheet of paper

are called printing telegraphs. Since the introduction of this

system of telegraphy constant improvements have been made,

and at the present time there are more of these systems in

operation than it is practical to describe.

PRINCIPLE OF MULTIPLEX SYSTEMS

2. The Multiplex Principle as Applied to Printer Systems.

Practically all systems of printing telegraphs are designed so

that transmission of messages takes place simultaneously in

each direction, over a line wire . A printer arranged for duplex

operation transmits simultaneously one printed message in

each direction, and a printer arranged to transmit two or more

messages in each direction at the same time is called a multiplex

printer. Hence, whatever has been said about duplex systems

in previous sections , has a direct bearing on the operation of

printing telegraph systems.

3. Transition from Duplex to Printer Operation .In

Fig. 1 are shown five diagrams which, when considered from

view (a) to view ( e ) , illustrate the transition from duplex

COPYRIGHTED BY INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY . ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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PRINTING TELEGRAPH SYSTEMS, PART 1 3

operation to printer multiplex operation. View (a ) , Fig. 1 ,

shows a grounded battery B connected at a to a pair of forked

resistances b and by , each of which is also grounded. If the

values of these resistances are the same, equal currents will

pass through the two circuits.

In Fig. 1 ( b ) is shown a simplified diagram of a polar duplex

system where line batteries B, and B , may be alternately applied

to the two circuits leading from a through the resistances b or b ,

by depressing and releasing the key c. If the resistances are of

equal values, and the resistances of the two coils of the polar

relay also are of equal values , it makes no difference whether

positive or negative battery is applied ; the armature of the relay

will not respond.

When the resistance b, view ( 6 ) , is replaced by a line and a

distant polar relay, as shown in view ( c ) , the combined resis

tance of which corresponds with that of the resistance b, view

( b ) , the relay at station A, view ( c ) , will not respond to out

going impulses , but at station B the windings of the polar relay

are in series with the line , hence the incoming impulse will affect

the coils of this relay, and its armature will respond to reversals

of current caused by the operation of the key c.

Station B, view ( d ) , is equipped the same as station A ; and,

with the keys c and c, in the positions shown, equal negative

potentials will be applied to the line at each end . There will be

no current in the line , and the relays will be operated by current

from their home stations; the position of each armature, how

ever, depends on the position of the distant key. With the

keys and main-line batteries removed , and apparatus similar to

that shown in view ( e ) placed in their stead, the transition from

duplex to multiplex and finally to printer operation will be

accomplished.

.

4. Printing Telegraph Transmitter Connected to Duplex

Set . — The principle shown in view ( e) , Fig. 1 , represents the

basis of printer transmission . Each of the segments which

make up the periphery of the wheels at stations A and B, is

connected to a predetermined battery pole. The brush BR,

which is connected to point a , when revolved in the direction
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indicated by the arrow, will make contact with the consecutive

segments of the ring. In view ( e ) , segments 1 , 4 , 7, and 10

have positive battery contacts , while segments 2 , 3, 5 , 6 , 8 , 9,

and 11 have negative battery contacts . As the brush BR

moves in the direction of the arrow, the current impulses trans

mitted to the line will be positive or negative , depending on

the polarity of the segments over which brush B R is passing.

As the brush moves at uniform speed , the armature of the

distant relay is at each reversal of current held in one position

twice as long as in the opposite position , since there are two

negative segments between positive segments. Thus , if the

positive impulses constitute spaces between characters, the nega

tive impulses sent over the line through segments 2, 3, 5, 6, 8,

and 9 will correspond to three Morse dashes .

DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTER SIGNALS

5. Segmented Rings for Sending and Receiving . — The

armature of the receiving relay will respond to the impulses

Line Polar Relay

BR

Armature a Sending Ring

Receiving Ring

BR

Selecting

Relays

A
l
w
i

LE
Printer

FIG. 2

sent by the distant transmitting ring. However, in order to

operate the type- printing mechanism , it is necessary to provide a

receiving ring fitted with segments and a rotating brush the
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same as the sending ring. The manner of connecting the brush

of the receiving ring to the armature lever of the line receiving

relay is indicated in Fig. 2. The front and back local contacts

of this receiving relay have negative and positive battery,

respectively, applied to them . When the brushes of the trans

mitting and receiving sets revolve in synchronism, that is, when

the brushes are on corresponding segments of the two rings at

the opposite ends of the line , the received current will always be

passed through the proper segment and corresponding electro

magnet of the printer mechanism . Thus, if the incoming line

current causes the armature of the polar relay to remain in

contact with positive battery while the brush B R, Fig. 2, passes

ofTo Line
Line

Battery +

BR

Isending| A

Ring

BRM5/1
Transmitter

5o
r 4

3 2

FIG. 3

over segments 1 and 2, then the electromagnets connected to

these two segments will be actuated by current from a positive

source, but if the incoming current changes the battery appli

cation of the receiving -relay armature from positive to negative

while the brush moves from segment 1 to segment 2, then one

magnet is actuated by current from a positive, and the other

by current from a negative source .

6. In Fig. 3 is shown the manner of applying the positive

terminal or the negative terminal of the main-line battery to the

segments of the sending ring. The armature contacts , shown

to the right, are properly set for each letter by the mechanism

of the transmitter. As shown, each armature is in contact with
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positive battery, giving to each of the segments connected to

the armatures of the transmitter, positive polarity. As long as

this set-up exists , the brush B R if moved around the ring will

send out five successive positive impulses . The armatures of

the transmitter may be arranged to send any combination of

positive and negative impulses . The segments on the sending

ring will have the same polarities as the transmitter armatures

to which they are connected.

The local brush B R, comes in contact with segment b once

in each revolution . The segment b is connected to the electro

magnet c and to the ground. Whenever the brush B R, comes,

in contact with segment b, current from the local battery is

applied, which energizes the magnet c, causing the armatures

1

Sounder

Relay

Sending RingReceiving Ring

O,
Key

a

a,

BR,
BR

Line

di

STATION A
STATION B

FIG. 4

of the transmitter to be restored to the positions they assume

when the transmitter is inactive. The transmitter mechanism

may now be set for another letter combination.

.

17 . Sending Ring and Receiving Ring Rotated Synchro

nously.—The principle of synchronism, as applied to multiplex

telegraphy, may be defined as the simultaneous motion of simi

lar pieces of apparatus at two different places . As shown in

Fig. 4 the two brushes B R and B R, would move in synchro

nism if their positions in relation to the segments on the rings

at stations A and B would correspond at any given time. While

the brushes are in the position shown, signals may be sent from

the key through the segment a, brush B R, line , brush B R ,

1
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segment ay , and the receiving relay to the ground . The sounder

will be operated when the relay is energized. Similarly , if keys

were connected to segments b, c, or d at the sending ring,

receiving relays connected to segments bı , (1 , or d, would in

turn be operated by current controlled by the proper key when

ever the brushes make contact with corresponding segments

at each end of the line.

If each of the four segments a, b, c, and d of Fig. 4 were

divided into five other equal segments, the sending and receiv

ing rings would then have twenty segments. As the letters of

the alphabet in the special code used with printer systems are

made up of five current impulses , this arrangement would ,

therefore, permit of sending four sets of signals to four receiv

ing printers with one revolution of the sending and receiving

brushes.

1

8. In Fig. 5 are shown two rings , each consisting of 22 seg

ments, in which segments 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20 at station B are

connected to a source of current, and the corresponding segments

at the printer station A are connected to the receiving magnets.

As the brushes B R and B R, rotate in the direction of the

arrows, they will come in contact with succeeding banks, or

groups, of segments, each bank consisting of five segments .

Ordinarily each group of five segments of the sending ring is

connected to a separate transmitter, and each bank of five seg

ments on the receiving ring is connected to a separate printer

unit ; thus with each complete cycle of the brushes B R and

B R, four letters are sent by the transmitters , and four letters

received by the printer mechanisms. These four letters pertain

to four different messages .

9. The Correcting Relay . It will be noted that the send

ing ring and the receiving ring shown in Fig . 5 , each have two

additional segments , and by means of these two segments syn

chronous rotation at both ends of the line is maintained . In the

mechanism shown in Fig. 5 segments 21 and 22 are utilized to

regulate the speed of rotation of the brush arms, so that at any

moment they will be either in identical positions at their respec

tive ends of the line or very nearly so .
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LOWER UPPER

CASE CASE

A

1

--- CITY

>

1

----

At station B, segment 21 is connected to a grounded battery,

and at station A, segment 22 is connected to a correcting relay .

The brushes B R and B R, are rotated by means of small elec

tric motors, the brush B R, rotating slightly faster than the

brush B R, approximately one degree in one complete cycle.

If both brushes are started from seg

ment 1 , in the direction of the arrows,

the brush BR, will forge a head

slightly, so that while the brush BR
B-- - ?

is still in contact with segment 21 , the C-t

brush B R, will be in contact with seg D-------

E-

ment 22. At this instant, current from F-

the battery connected to segment 21 G ----- &

at station B goes to the line by way of
H----

I --t -- 8

segment 21 , brush B R, then to brush
J -- + - SIG

BR,, segment 22, to the correcting re. K-

lay at station A. The operation of
L-

M

this relay slows down, momentarily,
N

the speed of the motor at station A, O ------9

so that at each revolution , the brushes P -----

BR and BR, will begin rotating at
Q -----1

R ----- 4

segment 1 .
S -- THROUGH

T --t --- 5 ---

10. The Printer Alphabet. — The
U--------

Vat- on
alphabet shown in Fig. 6 is a modifi

W - t ---2

cation of the Baudot ( pronounced X - cogno

Bo-do ) five - unit system introduced in Y -----6-

Z ----

France in the year 1874. The letters

of the alphabet are made of successive
CARRIAGE RETURN

marking and spacing impulses, as indi- LINE FEED-

cated in the columns 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, the LETTER SHIFT
FIGURE SHIFT

marking impulses being shown above
FIG . 6

the dotted horizontal line while the

spacing impulses are below it . The letter A, for instance ,

consists of two marking impulses followed by three spacing

impulses. The miscellaneous printer operations, as space, car

riage return , line feed, letter shift, etc., are performed by

another set of electromagnets.

1

SPACE ----
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An equal number of current impulses is necessary for each

letter, character, and function . In a five - unit code, such as is

generally used in printing telegraph systems, five current

impulses are required and 31 combinations are possible, which

number amply takes care of all operations required of a receiv

ing printer .

WESTERN UNION PRINTING TELEGRAPH SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

11. Basis of the System . — The Western Union multiplex

telegraph printing systems are of several types and these are

based on the work of Baudot . The printer in the system to be

described is based on the invention of Donald Murray, of Eng

land , but this has undergone modification . The modifications

and improvements which make up the multiplex as used by the

Western Union Telegraph Company, were made by engineers

of the Western Union Telegraph Company, American Tele

phone and Telegraph Company, and Western Electric Company.

Other systems used by this company will be explained under

other headings.

12. General Principle of Operation . — The message is first

prepared on a paper tape , the letters, figures, etc. , being repre

sented by a series of perforations. This tape is then fed into

a transmitting apparatus and causes a series of current impulses ,

made up of different combinations of positive and negative cur

rent , to be sent over the line to the receiving station ; these pul

sations correspond to the perforations on the tape . At the

receiving end , the incoming positive and negative impulses

actuate the magnets of a receiving apparatus , which translates

them into intelligible words, and the message is finally printed

in page form , the same as if prepared by an ordinary type

writer.

For a complete quadruple duplex equipment, that is , one that

provides for the simultaneous transmission of eight messages

-four in each direction — the following devices are required at.
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a tuning fork and an impulse motor,

four transmitters, four keyboard per

forators , four automatic - control units ,

four printers, line and local relays,

and duplex balancing apparatus.B 2
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13. Perforator Construction .

The transmitting tape perforator con

sists of a typewriter keyboard, the

operation of which engages a system

of levers, bars, and an electromagnet

in such a way that a predetermined

number of perforations is made on a

strip of paper for each character on

the keyboard. The code used in this

system is shown in Fig. 6, and the

tape perforations corresponding to the

code , in Fig . 7. The letters, figures,,

and other miscellaneous characters are

represented by a number of perfora

tions made on lines that are at right

angles to the length of the paper tape.

Each of these characters is made up

of five units , the perforations repre

senting one polarity, and the unper

forated portion of the tape the other

polarity. The small holes in a con

tinuous row are guide holes for mov

ing the tape through the automatic

transmitter. Thus the letter A when

expressed in current impulses would

:O

O

2

C

9

O

SPACE

CARRIAGE

RETURN

LINE FEED

LETTER SHIFT

FIGURE SHIFT
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of the Perforator. - In

Fig. 8 is shown a dia

gram of the essential

mechanical and electri
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board perforator. At a

is shown a key top

which resembles that of

an ordinary typewriter.

The key lever b has at

tached to its lower end

one or more transverse

bars, which , when the

key is depressed, engage

corresponding selecting

levers c and press them

downwards. For the

sake of clearness, only

one key with one bar is

shown ; in actual con

struction, each key de

presses one or more of

the bars that operate

the perforator.
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y
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;

lever d, and the latter , in turn , causes a selecting arm e to be

projected between the lower part of its corresponding punch

pin f and the punch hammer g. Normally the selecting arms e

are held clear of the punch hammers by means of springs. The

depression of one or more selecting levers c also closes a local

battery circuit through the electromagnet h at contact points i.

The electromagnet h is now energized and attracts its arma

ture j ; the hammer g, being a part of the armature lever, strikes

upwards against selecting arms e and forces the upper portion

of the punches f through the paper tape k , which is shown in a

horizontal position at the upper part of the perforator.

The small punch which perforates the feed , or guide , holes

in the tape , that is , the holes between the second and third rows

of character perforations , is forced upwards every time the

punch hammer is raised , whether any of the selecting arms are

in the path of the hammer or not.

When the key is released , contact i is broken , this resulting in

the release of armature j, which restores the punch hammer g

to its normal position ; and the punch pin f is withdrawn from

the perforated hole by means of an individual spring l.

The forward movement of the tape as characters are per

forated , is accomplished by means of the star wheel m rotated

by a pawl n attached to the upper end of the striking arm . Each

operation of the star wheel moves the tape forwards one -tenth

of an inch.

AUTOMATIC TRANSMITTER

15. Mechanism of the Transmitter . — The instrument

shown in Fig . 9 transmits automatically to the line positive and

negative current impulses corresponding with the characters per

forated in a paper tape . This transmitter has five contact levers

connected to prearranged segments of the distributor sending

ring. The paper tape , with its perforations representing the

various characters , is fed into this automatic transmitter, which

converts the message on the tape into a series of positive and

negative current impulses . Only one of the five units is shown

in Fig. 9 , in which selector pin a may move its tongue b to

either positive or negative battery contacts . The tongue b is

4842
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Cummam

electrically connected by a lead wire c to one of the segments of

the sending ring. When the tape is placed in the machine, the

points of the star wheel engage one or more of the guide holes.

The selector pin a will be raised if a perforation is directly above

it. As there are five pins to every machine, the number of pins

raised will depend on the number of perforations corresponding

to a certain character . The selector pins in their raised position

hold their tongues in contact with the positive-battery contact .

While unperforated sections of the tape are above the pins ,

the latter are held down so that the battery tongues controlled

by these pins are held in

contact with the nega

tive-battery contact.

Each pin is free to

move upwards the in

stant a perforation is

KO
moved So as to be

above it, regardless of

whether the remaining

pins are up or down.

Consequently, the five

.
segments of the send

ing ring connected to a

transmitter are placed

in contact with positive or negative battery, according to the

character perforations punched in the tape by the perforator.

A separate segment on the distributor ring is connected

through wire d to the coils of the electromagnet e . This con

nection is indicated in Fig . 10 where the electromagnet is

shown at g. When the brush passes over segment 4, Fig. 10,

electromagnet g, Fig. 10, or e , Fig. 9, is energized and attracts

its armature. If any of the selecting pins are raised , the action

of the armature will lower them . An instant later, the arma

ture operates the lever that bears pawl f, Fig . 9 , and the latter

turns the toothed wheels g , which action causes the tape to be

moved to the next character combination. By this time the

brush on the distributor ring has passed over the segment

that is connected to the electromagnet e , Fig. 9, hence the coils

woon

e

FIG. 9
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of the electromagnet will be deenergized, and the selector pins

will be free to move into the next set of perforations.

16. Transmitter Operation . - Fig. 10 shows the operating

parts of a transmitter in which the transmitter tongues are

connected to their allotted segments of the associated distribu

tor . The brush a when rotated , passes over the segmented

ring b and also over the solid ring c . As the two sections of

the brush are in metallic contact and the solid ring of the dis

tributor is connected to the line , a given combination of signal

ing currents is sent to the line as the brush a sweeps over seg

ments 16 to 20. The purpose of the solid ring d , segmented

ring e , and brush f is to energize the magnet g once during

each revolution of the brush . The letters e , Fig. 9 , and g ,

Fig. 10, refer to the same magnet. The magnet g, Fig. 10, by

means of its armature h and attached plate i withdraws the

selector pins from the holes in the tape to their normal positions

when a character has been transmitted, and steps the tape for

wards by means of the pawl and toothed wheel .

In the diagram , the five tongues of the transmitter are

shown situated between a row each of negative and positive

battery contacts , and connected to the proper segments on the

distributor. A section of transmitting tape is shown in posi

tion to pass over the selector pins and the toothed wheel, the

teeth of the toothed wheel engaging the row of small perfora

tions . In Fig. 10 it is assumed that all of the selector pins are

held down by the tape and that the magnet g is not energized .

Although but one transinitter is shown connected to the dis

tributor , it is to be noted that the number of available segments

permits of connecting a transmitter to each five segments, or

four transmitters to a distributor.

17. Auto - Stop . — The operator perforating the tape inserts

the tape into the transmitter. There the perforations and

blanks are translated into positive and negative current impulses,

in which form they are sent over the line to the distant station.

The operation of the transmitter is independent of the speed

of the perforator ; that is , the tape moves at such a speed that

2 letter or a signal consisting of five distinct current impulses
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is sent to the line from each active transmitter at each revolution

of the distributor brushes . If the transmitter sends out the

same number of words that an operator perforates in the same

length of time , it follows , that in order that the transmitter may

be supplied with tape for continuous operation , the operator

must perforate continuously . Should the operator cease pre

paring tape , a time would arrive very quickly when the trans

mitter would break the tape, and the transmitter would then be

idle as far as sending messages is concerned.

To relieve the situation just described , that is , to stop the

action of the transmitter when very little tape is available, a

a

Transmitteri 270

Local Ring

of Distributor

FIG. 11

device known as an auto -stop has been provided. As shown in

Fig. 11 , one side of the transmitter electromagnet a is connected

to the negative pole of a battery , while the other side is con

nected to the central point of a differentially -wound relay b .

When there is ample slack in the tape, the two windings of the

differential relay are connected to the proper segment on the

distributor, so that when a brush comes in contact with this

segment and the adjacent solid ring , the positive pole of the

battery is connected and the transmitter electromagnets is ener

gized. The relay b , in this case does not attract its armature,

and the contacts are as shown in the illustration .
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The tape between the perforator and the transmitter passes

underneath the light lever c, which forms a part of the trans

mitter mechanism . Whenever the sag in the tape is taken up

sufficiently to carry with it the lever c, the contact d is opened ,

and the following impulse from the distributor passes through

one winding only of the differential relay and actuates the relay.

This causes contact e to be made and contact f to be broken ,

which results in the locking of the relay and the consequent

magnetization of the transmitter electromagnet a. So long as

this condition is maintained , the selecting pins of the transmitter

are held in position for transmitting the " blank " signal , which

has no effect on the distant printer .

As soon as the operator commences perforating, the result

ing slack in the tape will allow the lever to drop and close the

contact d. The first stepping pulse will unlock the relay, and

normal conditions will be restored .

18. Auto -Control. - In practice , occasions arise when it

is necessary to signal the distant office to stop sending ; to resend

a message ; to begin sending ; to call the attention of a super

visor, etc. , and in order to do this while a message is being

transmitted and without mutilating the message, a device known

as an auto-control is used . This device consists of a starting

sector, or handle , with five finger positions , connected to a small

spring motor ; three cams, Fig . 12 , rigidly mounted on a spindle ,

and acting on three separate groups of contact springs ; and an

escapement wheel controlled by an electro-magnet . The spin

dle and auxiliary devices are not shown in Fig. 12.

The starting handle is actuated by inserting a finger in one

of the five finger positions and pulling it forwards to its start

ing position which is determined by a finger stop. The spring

motor is wound up by this forward movement and when the

finger is removed the motor causes the spindle carrying three

cams to be rotated , at the same time restoring the handle to

normal position . The stepping pulses which normally actuate

the electromagnet of the transmitter are diverted so as to

actuate the electromagnet controlling the escapement wheel of

the auto-control device so that the cams are rotated one step for
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each stepping pulse . During the time that the auto-control

device is sending signals, the electromagnet of the transmitter

is open - circuited ; therefore , the progression of the tape through

Sending Ring
5 | 3 2 1 5

JI

Transmitter

Fig. 12

the transmitter ceases until the circuit is again restored to nor

mal condition .

The impulses sent over the line by the auto-control device

operate a bell that is connected to the mechanism of the distant

printer. One to five bell signals may be sent this way, each

having its predetermined meaning. As will be seen by refer
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ring to Fig . 6, the number and nature of impulses to be trans

mitted to operate the signal bell is in the upper case of the let

ter J. The signal that is actually sent will , therefore, be first

of all the figure shift, then the signal corresponding to Sig. on

the upper case, and finally the letter shift to bring the printer to

its normal position. None of these signals will affect the

printed copy on the printer, and these signals could be sent by

means of the tape ; but , with the auto - control, independent and

speedier operation may be secured .

19. In Fig. 12 are shown the main elements of the auto

control unit, the dotted lines indicating the positions of the mid

dle springs on the cams at each step. As shown in the illus

tration , the middle springs of the cams a , b , and care in posi

tion 1. In this case the polarity of the current applied to the

segments on the sending ring will depend on the action of the

transmitter. At position 1 the cams are in their normal posi

tion, as when no signals are being sent by the auto -control.

When the spindle is turned and the middle springs are in posi

tion 2 , the segments on the sending ring will have the following

current polarities : -- + -- In this case negative battery

is the marking battery. No movement of the transmitter will

now be able to change the existing combination of positive and

negative polarities . The signal corresponding to the combina

tion mentioned is the figure shift, which causes the printer at the

distant end to be set for upper - case operation. The next step

forward of the cams , which is position 3, causes all springs to

be raised, thus reversing the polarity applied to the fifth seg

ment so that the next signal transmitted will be made up of the

following current impulses: -- + - t , which is the com+

bination for signal. The effect of this operation is to cause a

bell to ring at the distant station. In position 4, the middle

spring of cam c only will be raised , so that negative current is

applied to all segments. This is the letter -shift signal and

causes the typewheel of the printer to be restored to normal posi

tion. The following step restores the circuit conditions to nor

mal, so that transmission may take place directly from the

transmitter.
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The cycle of operations is repeated one or more times, accord

ing to the setting of the handle of the auto-control device.

None of the signals transmitted by the auto-control device

actuate the spacing or lateral movement of the typewriter car

riage, which means that the typewriter signaling mechanism may

be operated while the printer is in the middle of a word . When

the control signal has been sent, normal transmission of the

message resumes.

THE DISTRIBUTOR

20. Distributor Construction.It has been shown in the

beginning of this Section that it is necessary to have the tongues

of the transmitting device connected to the segments of a dis

tributor ring. It was further stated that the incoming current

impulses must be properly distributed , hence another segmented

ring is used, the segments of which are connected to the electro

magnets of a printermechanism . In other words, two separate

rings were considered ; one for receiving and one for sending.

In practice, however, the various rings are assembled in one unit

called a distributor.

A distributor , as shown in Fig. 13, is made up of eight insu

lated rings , four of them segmented and four plain, or solid .

Four brush arms are shown at a, b, c , and d, each of them car

rying a brush holder with two brushes in metallic contact. The

brushes are shown at B R , B R2, B Rg, and B R. The brushes

connected to arm a are at all times in contact with segmented

ring S, and solid ring R Gı ; the brushes connected to arm b con

nect segmented ring S, and solid ring R G. And so with the

remaining two pairs of brushes, each is in contact with a seg

mented ring and a solid ring. The connecting wires to each

segmented ring and to each solid ring are attached to suitable

terminals on the back of the distributor and carried in small

cables to the transmitter and the receiver.

The rings S, and RG, with their connecting brushes BR

are used for receiving ; the rings S, and RG, with brush B R ,

maintain synchronism of rotation at one end of the line ;

brush B Rzand rings Sz and RG, are used for transmission ;

and brush B R4 and rings S4 and RG4 control the operating

12 3

1

3 3 3
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magnets of the receiver and printer. The hole e in the center

of the brush-holder arm is for the shaft that causes the brushes

to rotate over the face of the distributor. Each of the two

outer rings of the distributor has forty segments, but only

alternate segments are used , making twenty active segments for

ring S, at both stations and twenty active segments for ring S ,

at the station in which the corrector is installed. Each of the

two inner rings Sg and S, has twenty segments . Four trans

mitters and four receiving printers may be connected to the

BR ,

BRA

d

Si

FS2

S3

SA
BR

RGI

CRG2

RG3

XRGA

BR

FIG. 13

distributor shown in Fig. 13. The brushes are made of thin

copper wire, and make contact with one segment at a time .
>

21. Uniform Rotation of Distributor Brushes. - It has

already been stated that when the sending brush at one station

is in contact with a given segment of the sending ring, the receiv

ing brush at the other end of the line must be in contact with a

corresponding segment of the receiving ring . It follows, there

fore, that the brushes at each end should be rotated at uniform

speed.
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Uniform rotation is accomplished as follows : A type of

electric motor, used to drive the distributor brushes, and vari

ously known as a phonic wheel, impulse motor, or La Cour

wheel, Fig. 14, has associated with it an electrically operated

tuning fork a. The tuning fork will vibrate at a certain speci

fied rate, and by making and breaking contacts when thus

vibrating, it will energize and deenergize the magnets of the

driving motor at reg

ular intervals, thus

keeping the rotation of

the motor at a speed

corresponding with

the rate of vibration. -folololi

When the iron ar

mature b of the motor

once is started it is

necessary that only

alternate pairs of the

magnets c and d , and

e and f be energized

and deenergized suc

cessively in order to

effect rotation of the

wheel and its attached

shaft. The electro

magnet that actuates

the tuning fork is

shown at g, and its

circuit is opened at the

contact h when the

upper tine of the tuning fork is attracted. When the lower tine

is attracted , the battery contact i is shifted from the lower to the

upper stationary contact , and as the upper contact completes the

battery circuit through magnets e and f, while the lower contact

completes the circuit through magnets c and d , the result is that

the alternate pairs of magnets are energized and deenergized at

a frequency the same as that of the vibration rate of the tuning

fork. When the tines of the fork are not loaded with addi

IL

Fig. 14
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tional weights, the fork vibrates at approximately 55 cycles

per second . The frequency of vibration determines the speed of

the motor ; hence, by adjusting the position of the weights j,

the vibration rate may be varied from 25 to 55 cycles per

second.

Means also are provided for varying the rate of vibration

while the fork is in operation, by moving the screw k in or out,

thereby varying the point of contact of two springs l, which

rest against the upper and the lower tines of the fork. The

number of pole faces on the armature b is such that the wheel

makes one complete revolution for each ten vibrations of the

fork. The purpose of the milliammeter m is to indicate proper

adjustment of the fork contacts .

22. Synchronism and Correction of Brush Rotation . In

order that the current impulses may be impressed on the right

segments of the receiving distributor , it is necessary that the

brushes of the distributors at each end of the line be at all

times on corresponding segments. If some deviation in the

speed of rotation should occur , means must be provided for

automatically correcting this difference to bring the brushes

to the right segments of the distributor. A line having a

printer at each end requires but one corrector . At the end

where the corrector mechanism is located, the motor that

rotates the brushes of the distributor is run at a speed slightly

greater than that of the distributor at the opposite end. When

ever the brushes of the distributor at the correcting end gain

sufficiently in speed , a current impulse is sent to the corrector

mechanism, which retards the rotation of the brushes and

causes them to assume the correct position on the distributor.

23. Operation of Correcting Relays. — The source and the

action of the correcting current impulse may be determined by

a consideration of Fig . 15. The distributor rings at each end

of the line are shown flat instead of in concentric rings . At

each terminal , only those segments of a ring required in the

operation of one transmitter and one receiver are shown con

nected by wires. With four transmitters and four receiving

printers at each end, all the segments would be occupied so
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that as the brushes pass over all segments during each revolu

tion, the line would be automatically switched to four trans

mitters and four printers consecutively.

The method of effecting correction of brush rotation in the

Western Union Multiplex system differs from that described

in connection with Fig . 5 in that no additional current impulses

are sent over the line for this purpose. Instead , each reversal

of current from positive to negative is utilized to effect cor

rection , if correction is at any such instant necessary. Since

there are so many current reversals during each revolution of

the brushes , it follows that many instances occur when correc

tion may take place.

1

1

24. The driving motor of the distributor at Station B,

Fig. 15 , is adjusted to have a speed slightly greater than that

of the distributor at Station A. As the brushes of the distrib

utor at Station B gain on those of Station A, the assembly of

relays including the relay CR, break relay , make relay , and

shunt relay, will complete a circuit through the correcting

mechanism attached to conductors a and b , which momentarily

retards the rotation of the brushes at Station B. The line

relays L R and LR, are polar relays and are used in connection

with a combination Wheatstone relay. The Wheatstone relay

and the detailed connections of relays LR, LR , and C R are

not shown in Fig. 15 , in order that the wiring of the circuits

of the printing mechanism may be more simply shown.

Current from the automatic transmitter T at Station B passes

through the segments of the ring S3 , brush B R3, ring RG;

through the windings of a Wheatstone relay to the line. This

current does not affect the relays C R and LR,, but current

reversals coming from Station A will cause the armatures of

both these relays to move in unison from one stop to the other,

the final position of the armatures depending on the direction

of the received current . The armature of relay L R, when in

contact with the stop which is connected to the marking bat

tery, completes a circuit through one of the selecting relays SR

by way of ring RG,, brush B Rī , segmented ring Sy , and the

coils of a selecting relay, to the opposite end of the marking

1

1

>
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battery. As the brush B R, rotates, the proper selecting relays

will be energized , and as will be explained later, their action

will operate the printing mechanism .

25. As long as the distributor brushes at Stations A and

B, Fig. 15 , rotate in synchronism , brush BR, of Station B

will be on an insulated segment of the correcting ring S2

during the correcting period and the circuit through the cor

recting mechanism will be open. When the brushes at Sta

tion B gain sufficiently on those of Station A, the brush B R2

of Station B will be on a conducting segment of the cor

rector ring S2 at the instant when the armature of the

correcting relay C R first touches its battery terminal . Two

paths for the correcting current from the grounded bat

tery L B are thereby established. One path is through the

armature of C R, junction point c , a resistance , and the wind

ing of the break relay to the ground. The armature of the

break relay has a spring extension pressing against its back

contact, which for an instant rests against this contact even

after the relay has been energized. The slight lag in the open

ing of this connection establishes another circuit which extends

from the junction point c, through the back contact and arma

ture of the break relay, thence through the ring RG,, brush

B R2, a conducting segment on ring S2, conductor d , cam

switch, resistance e, point f and the coils of the make relay to

the ground . The operation of the make relay establishes three

current paths from the battery LB, One path is through the

contacts of the make relay , the points g , and f, and the coils

of the make relay to the ground , which locks the make relay

in position. The second path is from point g to conductor b ,

through the corrector mechanism and conductor a to the

ground ; current passing through this path operates the cor

rector mechanism and reestablishes synchronism of brush rota

tion . The third impulse is from point g ; through the shunt

relay to the ground. The energizing of the shunt relay closes

a circuit around the make relay by way of point f and armature

of the shunt relay, to the ground , which will unlock the make

relay, and reduce all the circuits to their normal condition .

1 •
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26. The cam switch and the switch h are used for testing.

In Fig. 15 they are shown in their normal operating position .

For testing, the switch blades h are thrown to the right, and

the cam switch is opened . The operation of the corrector

mechanism may be further tested by operating the push button

attached to the make-relay armature.

1 mt

27. Corrector Unit. - The corrector unit is shown in

Fig. 16. For clearness , only the essential parts are shown

with the framework removed. The conductors a and b are

extensions of similarly

lettered conductors of

Fig. 15. The correc

tor is mounted rigidly

on the motor shaft at

c and rotates with the

sha ft. To maintain

© :13
a connection between

the corrector relays

and the corrector

2-3
mechanism, underh

these conditions , it is

necessary to have a

[1005 sliding connection be

tween the conductors

a and b and the cor

FIG. 16

rector. The connection

is obtained by means of contact rings d and e mounted on the

motor shaft, with the conductors a and b connected to brushes

pressing against the rings .

The correcting current impulse comes by the way of conduc

tors b, ring e, contact springs f, through the coils of magnet g ,

ring d, and conductor a, to the ground . The armature of

magnet g has an extension which is pivoted at h , one side of

this armature extension i being attached to pawl j, while the

other side k moves between the two pairs of nuts , and, on

striking either pair of nuts , when in either one of its two

extreme positions, will cause the rocking beam 1 to swing on
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its pivot m. A current impulse through magnet g will cause

the armature to draw up. As the armature extension swings

on its pivot h, the pawl j will advance the ratchet wheel n one

tooth and place it under the control of the jockey roller 0. The

extension k, on striking the lower pair of nuts, swings the rock

ing beam 1, the left end of which opens the contacts f while

the right end determines the position of the beam by being

either below or above the jockey roller p. When the armature

of magnet g is attracted , the right end of the rocking beam 1

is above the jockey roller p . The opening of contacts f opens

the circuit of magnet g, and spring a forces the armature

n

3.28

Distributor Shaft
Motor Shaft

Ø

Fig. 17

to move against its back stop. The armature extension k again

closes contacts f and brings the pawl j to its normal position .

28. In Fig. 17 is shown schematically the manner in which

the action of the corrector unit produces a correction of the

rotation of the distributor brushes. The corrector unit is

mounted on the motor shaft. In Fig. 17 the main portion of

the corrector unit is not shown, but the framework of the sup

port for the ratchet wheel n, Figs . 16 and 17, is indicated. A

pinion a , Fig. 17, is mounted on the shaft of the ratchet wheel n .

Pinion a engages gear b, which is mounted on the shaft carry

ing the distributor brushes . Ordinarily the pinion a maintains

a fixed position with reference to the gear b, so that when the

484-3
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motor shaft is rotated the relative position of the pinion and

gear does not change ; in other words , the corrector mechanism

acts like a crank on the distributor shaft, imparting to it a

rotory motion at the same speed as the motor shaft. When

the ratchet wheel n is advanced one tooth , as has been explained

in connection with Fig. 16, the pinion a, Fig. 17, will also be

moved slightly. The rotary correction movement of pinion a

causes gear b to turn slightly in a direction opposite to the

direction of rotation of the motor shaft ; hence, the normal

rotation of the distributor shaft is temporarily retarded and the

position of the brushes is adjusted , so that the brushes bear on

the proper segments on the distributor in relation to the posi

tion of the brushes on the segments of the distributor at the

distant station.

WESTERN UNION PRINTER

BA7129

Pivot

29. Printer Mechanism . — The selecting mechanism of the

Western Union printer consists primarily of five slotted disks a ,

Fig. 18, mounted

around a hollow drum

or shaft on the type

shaft b . The rotation

of each disk is inde

pendent of the rota

tion of the other disks

and of the type shaft.

The position of each

disk with reference to

the other disks is de

termined by its own

selecting magnet c,

which, in turn , is deFig. 18

pendent for its oper

ation on one of the selecting relays SR of Fig. 15. The

operated selecting relays are locked in position until the

printer performs its function . Only one selecting magnet c is

shown in Fig. 18, but five are necessary, one for each of the

selecting disks . Each of the disks has a series of slots on its
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periphery, and when one or more of these disks are moved by

their respective selecting magnets the short distance from their

normal to their operated positions, a series of five vertical slots

will be brought in line somewhere along the periphery of the

five disks.

Bars having the general appearance of an inverted L, of

which there are thirty -one in number, are grouped around the

disks ; one such bar is shown at d. Each bar is pivoted at e

and is held in the position shown by the tension of the retrac

tile spring f. The forked armature extension g of the release

magnet h encircles one-half of the selector bars, pressing the

upper portion of the bars downwards so that the lower exten

sions of the bars are away from the disks. A similar arma

ture extension and magnet is placed on the right of the select

ing disks , so that all the bars around the disks, are completely

encircled by the two forked extensions and thus prevented from

interfering with the setting up of the selector disks. When both

release magnets are operated, both the forked extensions will be

lifted and all the bars will be free to come to a position as that

of bar d. That bar, however, which is opposite a series of five

vertical slots in the selecting disks , will move within the vertical

space created by the alined slots , and the upper extension of

the bar will project above the other bars.

A small arm i attached to the type shaft b revolves with the

shaft and just clears the tops of all the selecting bars except

the bar that projects above the others. Here the arm i will

engage the top of that bar and stop. This action also stops

the rotation of the type shaft b and of the type wheel j. The

position assumed by the type wheel j in relation to the paper

on which the message is to be printed corresponds with the

letter or figure transmitted.

30. The coming in contact of the small arm i, Fig. 18,

with a raised bar, closes a circuit through a printing magnet a,

Fig. 19, which on attracting its armature , forces a rubber ham

mer b against a sheet of paper and the paper against the letter

or character that is to be printed . The magnet c , Fig. 19, is

operated when the upper-case characters are to be printed.
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31. The manner in which the type -wheel shaft is rotated ,

as well as other type-wheel shaft refinements, are shown in

Fig . 20. Normally, the type-wheel shaft a is held in its last

operated position by means of the armature of the starter mag

net engaging one of the notches of the ratchet b . When the

starter magnet, the operation of which is explained in connection

with Fig. 21 , is energized, the ratchet b, Fig. 20 , will be

released , and the shaft will rotate , owing to the action of

spring c, until the arm d strikes a raised selector bar. The

spring c is wound by means of the motor e acting through a

worm gear arrangement located below the left end of the

retractile spring f. When the spring c is sufficiently wound the

motor contacts g open and the motor stops . When the spring c

>
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FIG . 19

is sufficiently unwound, these contacts close and the motor is

again set in operation .

32. Printer Circuits and Operation . To explain the

action taking place in the printer circuit, it will be assumed

that the letter A is being transmitted, and then the action will

be followed until this letter is printed. According to Fig. 6,

for the letter A only the first two impulses are marking

impulses, the other three being spacing impulses.

The impulses coming over the line , Fig. 21 , will actuate the

main line relay, the armature of which will remain against the

marking contact during the brief period of time that the brush

B R, passes over the segments 1 and 2 of the ring Sz . As the

brush leaves segment 2 , the armature flies back to the spacing

contact, so when the brush reaches and passes over segments

3, 4, and 5 , current from battery B will not reach these seg
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ments. The passing of brush B R, over segments 1 and 2

establishes two complete circuits from battery B through the

contact and armature of the main-line relay, segment R G1,

4+ % 77777n
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légzéro 1 48139
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с

Door

Fig. 20

brush B Rı , segment 1, the first of the selector relays , point a,

and the lower contacts of the release magnet to the ground.

As the brush moves to segment 2, a similar circuit will be
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>

established through the second selector relay. When the brush

passes over segments 3, 4, and 5, the armature of the main

line relay is against its spacing contact , hence no current will

pass through the windings of selector relays 3, 4, and 5.

The momentary current through selector relays 1 and 2 ener

gizes the relays and causes their respective armatures to be

attracted. The armature on the left of each relay completes

a circuit from battery B, through the winding of the release

control relay, common conductor b, armatures, contacts , and

windings of the two selector relays , and point a to the grounded

contact spring of the release magnet. The operated selector

relays are thus locked in position .

The armature on the right of each operated selector relay

completes a circuit from battery B, through the corresponding

selector magnet, armature and contact of the selector relays,

common conductor c, back contact and armature of the overlap

relay to the ground. When the selector magnets 1 and 2 are

energized , the disks which the selector magnets control will be

rotated to their operated position , but the disks controlled by

magnets 3, 4 , and 5 will , in this case , remain in their normal

positions. This action sets up the disks so that a vertical series

of slots is formed directly in front of a stop bar that is respon

sible for the printing of the letter A.

When the brush B RA reaches segment 6 on ring S4, a cur

rent path will be established from battery B3 , through ring RG4,

brush B RĄ, segment 6 on ring Sq, the contact and armature of

the release-control relay, and the winding of the printer relay,

to the back contact and grounded armature of the clearout relay.

The actuation of the printer relay completes a circuit from

battery B, through the release magnets, the locking contact of

the printer relay, and winding of the printer relay to the

ground , which keeps both the printer relay and the release mag

nets in their operated positions. At this time the armature

extensions of the release magnet, as shown in Fig. 18, will be

lifted from the stop bars , allowing the proper bar to enter a

series of slots with its upper portion extending above the other

bars. Simultaneously with the operation of the release mag

net, contact is made between spring d, Fig . 21 , and the lower

4 )

4 )

4
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ground connection , allowing current to pass through the wind

ing of the overlap relay . Contact is broken between the center

spring of the release magnet and the ground , thus opening the

circuit through the selector relays . The relays are now ready

to be set up for another combination , the ground connection

being obtained by means of the grounded armature at the left

of the overlap relay, which is now against its front contact.

Even though the selector magnets are now deenergized , because

the grounded armature of the overlap relay is against its front

contact , the armatures of the selector magnets will remain in

the operated position because the disks to which these arma

tures are attached are now held in place mechanically by one

of the stop bars.

5

33. The contact and armature on the right-hand side of

the overlap relay , Fig. 21 , complete a circuit from the grounded

armature of the clearout relay , through the armature of the

overlap relay, the winding of the starter magnet, and the line

feed contacts, to battery B ... The starter magnet releases the

typewheel shaft, which , under the influence of a spring, rotates

till the stop arm thereon strikes a raised stop bar. This con

dition is shown in the lower right-hand corner of Fig. 21. The

typewheel will now be in a position to print the letter A.

The contact of the stop bar with the revolving arm closes a

circuit from the ground , through the stop bar and revolving

arm , the printer .magnet , the left - hand winding of the space

lock relay, and the winding of the clearout relay to battery Ba.

The printer magnet forces the paper against the typewheel, as

indicated in Fig. 19, thus printing the letter A.

The excitation of the clearout relay draws the armature away

from its back stop , thus opening the circuits of the release

magnet and of the starter magnet. The armature of the

release magnet presses down the stop bar that was elevated ,

thus breaking the ground connection between the stop bar and

the revolving arm. At the same time, the deenergized starter

magnet drops its pawl into the teeth of the typeshaft ratchet

and holds the typewheel in its last position until another series

of current impulses sets up another combination .

6 °
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When the left-hand coil of the space-lock relay is energized ,

its two armatures move to the left . One of the armatures

completes a circuit through the right-hand coil of the space

lock relay and locks it , while the other armature spring com

pletes a circuit through the spacer magnet , which moves the

carriage to the next printing position . The left-hand coil of

the space-lock relay is soon deenergized by the opening of the

ground connection at the stop bar, but the right-hand coil

remains magnetized until the carriage bearing the paper has

been shifted horizontally the proper distance , whereupon the

contact shown just below the spacer magnet is mechanically

opened . This opens the circuit of the right-hand coil on the

space-lock relay, thus deenergizing the spacer magnet and

bringing it to its normal condition.

34. To print the upper - case characters, such as numerals

and punctuation marks, the current combination for that char

acter is preceded by the figure -shift signal . All the operations

for the figure shift up to , and including, the action of the

release magnet correspond with those for printing a letter ; at

this point, however, when the stop bar for the figure -shift sig

nal slides into a vertical series of slots in the selecting disks ,

a contact, designated by Figures in Fig. 21 , is immediately

closed. The closing of this contact completes a circuit through

the shift magnet, which raises the typewheel so as to print

in the upper case , and as this circuit includes the clearout relay,

the circuits depending on its armature will be reduced to nor

mal before they have had a chance to operate.

The printer will print in the upper case until a signal is sent

to deenergize the shift magnet. This is done by sending the

code combination for letter shift, which operates the contact

marked Letters and breaks the shift-magnet circuit . Such

functions as space, carriage return, and line feed are sent in a

similar manner ; the execution of the functions takes place

simultaneously with the operation of the clearout relay, pre

venting thereby the closing of the starter- and printer-magnet

circuits . As the starter magnet does not operate, the typewheel

remains locked in position and does not revolve .
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The code combinations for the functions city, signal, and

through , Fig. 6, are the same as for letters F , J, and S, respec

tively, preceded , however , by the figure - shift signal. The

through signal closes the through contact, Fig. 21 , and the

through relay operates, which, in turn , operates the reperforator

magnet causing the signals to be reperforated for further send

ing. When reperforation is no longer desired , another code

signal, city, is sent, which closes the city contacts , and operating

the city relay deenergizes the holding coil of the through relay

and disconnects the reperforator magnet from the circuit.

To draw the receiving operator's attention, the break signal

is sent, which operates the printer bell . Upon the closing of

the break contact, a circuit is completed from battery Ba,

through the clearout relay, break contact , break -signal relay,

and contact and armature of the shift magnet, to the ground.

As soon as the break - signal relay is energized, a local circuit

is closed and the single -stroke bell is tapped once .

35. In Fig. 21 , only one printer is shown connected to the

receiving distributor or ring ; ordinarily, however, four such

printers are connected to the one ring, one printer to every five

segments. In practice, also four transmitters are connected to

the segments of the sending ring of the distributor, and so

arranged that the transmitter connected to the first group of

five segments transmits negative current from the marking

positions of the levers , while the transmitter connected to the

second group of segments on the ring transmits positive cur

rents when the levers are on the marking contacts . The third

transmitter is connected the same as the first, and the fourth

like the second. At the receiver, the contact of the line relay

serving as the marking point for printers one and three, will

be the spacing point for printers two and four . The reason

for alternating the current applications of alternate transmitters

is that then synchronism and correction of brush speed occurs

more regularly when all sets are in operation.

36. Arrangement of Apparatus . - In Fig. 22 is shown the

general appearance and the arrangement on an operating table
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of some of the more important devices making up a set of

printing telegraph apparatus. The distributor, tuning fork,

line relays , etc., and the duplexing apparatus, consisting of

artificial line , condensers, and rheostats, are usually mounted

on a separate table accessible to apparatus supervisors.

WESTERN ELECTRIC SYSTEMS

MULTIPLEX SYSTEMS

37. Introductory Remarks . — The multiplex printing tele

graph system just described is used extensively by the Western

Union Telegraph Company, and was developed jointly by the

engineers of the Western Union, Bell Telephone , and Western

Electric Company. The Western Electric Company is the

manufacturing source of apparatus used by the American Tele

phone and Telegraph Company, and its engineers have extended

printing telegraph development to meet various telegraph traffic

conditions .

The multiplex printing telegraph apparatus described under

the heading of Western Union Printing Telegraph System is

manufactured by the Western Electric Company, and is used

on Western Union lines and on lines of the American Tele

phone and Telegraph Company. The Western Electric print

ing telegraph system is in reality a group of systems or parts

of systems each of which is particularly suited to a particular

kind of traffic and operating conditions. These printing sys

tems are suitable for operating over open wire lines , through

underground or submarine cables, and on lines used jointly for

telegraph and telephone purposes.

As used by the American Telephone and Telegraph Com

pany and Press Associations , the Western Electric printers may

be divided into two systems from the viewpoint of traffic han

dling. These are the multiplex, and the start- stop systems .

Figs. 23 to 27 show graphically the relations between available

line-wire facilities, traffic -carrying requirements , and printing>
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telegraph equipment. The circuit arrangements outlined are

those of the Western Electric system.

38. Printing - Telegraph Main Circuits and Extensions.

In Fig. 23 is illustrated the capacity of a single line wire which

is operated multiplex. The line between stations X and Y

may be a single wire or a pair of wires already in service as a

telephone circuit. When two messages at a time are trans

mitted over the circuit , as indicated at 2A, a Western Electric

2-A printer equipment may be used . Each arrow indicates a

Wire Facilities

X

Total Traffic Line

Y Capacity Frequency

Words perMin . Cycles Per Sec .

Traffic Facilities

2 A 100 25

2 B
200 25

2 C
300 37,5

2 D 400
50

FIG. 23

traffic channel of fifty words per minute. The arrows shown

at 2B, 2C, and 2D indicate the traffic carrying capacity of the

circuit when the terminals are equipped with 2 - B , 2 - C , and

2 - D Western Electric sets, respectively.

The capacity of a line circuit equipped at the various offices

with start-stop sets is indicated in Fig. 24. In (a ) the start

stop operation provides for simplex transmission ; that is,

transmission from X to Y or from Y to X. Also the system

may be worked duplex, one message passing in each direction

simultaneously. In ( b ) the start-stop apparatus is installed at

a number of stations on a circuit, such as S , T , U, V, and W.
>
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Messages sent by any one of these stations may be recorded

at all other stations on the circuit. The arrangement is well

adapted to press circuits . If transmission is to be from one

station only , the other stations on the circuit may be equipped

with receiving apparatus only, but transmission from any one

of the stations can be arranged when so required by installing

transmitting apparatus. The sets are arranged for either direct

keyboard transmission or perforated tape transmission. In a

circuit combination such as is shown in ( c ) , station S may be

Wire Facilities

x Y

Traffic Facilities

Or Simplex

Duplex

( a )

T W

(0 )

T

s W Y Z

( c )

Fig. 24

equipped with apparatus for tape transmission , while the sets

at stations T to Z are equipped with apparatus for direct key

board transmission .

39. It is possible, also, to extend the receiving and trans

mitting arms of a multiplex system by means of a start-stop

circuit as illustrated in Fig. 25. The operating sets are indi

cated at a, b, c, C , and d, and the stations at X, Y , and Z.

Suppose that during the busy hours of the day there is a

sufficient amount of message traffic to warrant maintaining full
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Wire Facilities
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Wire Facilities
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а

2 W

Traffic Facilities
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N
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>eight-channel multiplex sets at stations X and Y , the latter

office relaying messages from station 2 when they are destined

to X or beyond. It may develop that the traffic originating at

Z for X is sufficient to warrant direct service. In this case the

operating set c at Y may be replaced by an extension set which

would permit a start-stop set C4 at 2 to work directly with the

Wire Facilities

X Y Z

Traffic Facilities

Y
X :

( a )

Z

Wire Facilities

X Y

V

Traffic Facilities

FF

(6 )

Fig. 27

operating set c at X , eliminating retransmission at Y. The

arrow lines in the lower part of Fig. 25 , indicate the traffic

facilities provided by this combination of multiplex and start

stop systems .

Fig. 26 illustrates how this method of joining up separate

circuits for printer operation may be practiced, the various
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duplex arms of the multiplex being extended to circuits radi

ating to stations S , T , V, W, and Z from stations X and Y.

The facilities provided by these arrangements are similar to

those possible by employing half-set repeaters in connection

with Morse duplex and quadruplex sets .

Fig. 27 shows how multiplex circuits may be combined to

insure maximum utilization of the printer plant. A single wire

extends between stations X and Y and another wire between Y

and 2, view (a) . These wires may yield traffic channels as

indicated . In view ( b ) , the four stations X, Y , Z, and V are

connected by multiplex-printer wires . At station Y a special

distributor repeater is installed , which repeats the signals from

the three outlying cities to their respective destinations.

As the Western Electric multiplex system is in principle the

same as the Western Union system , just described , further

description of Western Electric methods will be confined to

the start-stop system .

START -STOP SYSTEM

40. Start-Stop Principle. Thename start-stop is derived

from the action of the brushes of the distributor used in the

system. The brushes do not rotate continuously as do the

brushes of the distributor used in the multiplex system , but

come to rest at a certain point after sending or receiving each

combination of current impulses corresponding to a transmitted

character or function . The sending and receiving of a group

of current impulses takes place during one revolution of the

brushes.

Some of the instruments of the start-stop system are the

same as those used in the multiplex system , some are modifi

cations of units used in the multiplex, and still others are

radically different in design . The tape transmitter and the

printer are the same in both systems , and the combination per

forator-transmitter used in the start-stop system is the same

as the multiplex perforator, except that features are added

allowing of its use as a direct keyboard transmitter. The main

difference in the apparatus units of the two systems is in the
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distributor. The start-stop distributor differs from the multi

plex distributor in that it is driven by an ordinary electric

motor, the speed of which is controlled by a governor . The

distributor has two faces , the receiving face on one side and

the sending face on the other . The brushes are mechanically

connected to the shaft by flexible couplings , and, when sta

tionary, are held by a stop controlled by a release magnet.

The actuation of the release magnet withdraws the stop and

permits the brushes to make one revolution . The brushes of

the multiplex distributor rotate continuously.

41. While the five -unit code is used to bring about char

acter selection , two additional current impulses are required to

start and stop the receiving distributor. This presupposes the

transmission of seven current units per character and accounts

for the difference in line economy between the multiplex and

start -stop systems . Of course, for certain types of communi

cation service, this loss is immaterial, and is outweighed by the

advantages of simplicity, flexibility, lower maintenance cost, etc.

When the brushes at both ends of the line are started at the

same instant , they will make one revolution in practically the

same time . Getting an even start at the beginning of each

revolution , there is little likelihood of one brush being out of

proper phase relation with the other enough to mutilate signal

combinations , provided the speeds of the driving motors are

uniform.

In Fig. 28 is shown a view of the driving motor and dis

tributor used in the start- stop system . One face only of the

distributor is visible. Each of the four rings at the receiving

distributor is segmented and the brush arm carries two pairs

of contact brushes . The speed governor is on the right ; and

on the left of the distributor face are mounted the electro

magnets which control the stop. As the motor runs constantly ,

the moment the stop attached to the armature of the magnets

is attracted , the flexible coupling of the motor shaft picks up

and starts rotation of the brushes . By the time the brushes

have made one revolution, the stop is again in position to arrest

rotation of the brushes . The means by which the stop mag

4844
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nets are operated, and the operation of connecting positive and

negative battery contacts to the segments of the sending dis

tributor, and of connecting translating relays to the segments

of the receiving distributor will now be explained.

42. Perforator- Transmitter and Direct Keyboard Trans

mitter.-In general , the keyboard transmitter is the same as

the tape perforator and tape transmitter described in connec

tion with the Western Union multiplex system . It has a key

board similar to a standard typewriter. The stroke of the keys

is short so that they may be operated without fatigue. Each

key is mounted on the forward end of a pivoted key lever.

Beneath these key levers are placed six transverse horizontal

bars. Each lever has on its lower edge one or more projecting

lugs arranged so as to engage one or more of the six transverse

bars . The latter are mounted by means of a diagonal slot

arrangement at each end so that when any bar is depressed it

will have a lateral as well as a vertical motion . Five of these

bars are called selecting bars and are used to select the punches

which perforate the tape. When the keyboard is to be used

for direct keyboard operation of the transmitter only, the tape

punching mechanism is omitted. In this case the selecting bars

operate selecting contacts.

The lugs on the key levers are so arranged that a different

combination of selecting bars is operated for each key

depressed . The sixth horizontal transverse bar is operated

when any key is depressed. Each selecting bar has at its left

end a vertical slot or fork that engages the lower end of a

pivoted selecting link , the upper end of each selecting link

being hinged to a piece called a selecting finger. When a

selecting bar is operated, the corresponding selecting finger is

moved to the left and is interposed between a punching ham

mer and one of five punches. For direct keyboard transmission

a set of five pairs of selecting contacts is provided . The lower

contact of each pair is fixed, but the upper contact is in the

form of a spring that slides on one of the selecting links . When

a selecting bar is depressed , the movement of the selecting link

permits the corresponding selecting contacts to close.
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43. Use of Tape Transmission and of Keyboard Trans

mission . — Transmission may take place from a tape -fed trans

mitter or directly from the keyboard , and where desired these

two features may be combined in one set arranged so that either

method of sending may be used at will , the change from one

to the other being made by means of a cam switch situated

conveniently to the operator.

When the perforated -tape method of transmission is used ,

characters are transmitted regularly and at a uniform speed.

The operator may perforate the tape at any working speed , but

it is necessary to maintain a sufficient length of slack tape so

that the transmitter will at all times be supplied if transmission

is to be continuous. The transmitter pulls the tape forwards at

a rate of four characters per second ( forty words per minute )

so that if the operator perforates at a faster speed than this,

the loop of tape between the perforator and the transmitter

increases accordingly. This flexibility permits the operator to

slow down when it is necessary to decipher difficult copy , to

make service notations , answer supervisors' questions , etc. ,

without interrupting the continuity of line transmission. A

lever is provided for stopping the operation of the transmitter ,

when necessary, to avoid tearing the tape. When a transmitter

is to be started it is necessary that a strip of tape containing

fifty - four characters (about nine words ) be perforated before

the transmitter is allowed to move the tape.

Direct keyboard transmission more nearly approaches the

inherent flexibility of the Morse telegraph system , and for

certain classes of traffic is preferable to tape transmission .

When the cam switch on the set is thrown for keyboard trans

mission , a character is transmitted at each depression of a key

and is immediately printed at the distant station . Like Morse
.

working , transmission is instantaneous, and for purposes of

conversation the advantages are apparent.

44. Start - Stop Distributor.—Before describing the

sequence of operations during the transmission and reception

of a character or function , further details of the start-stop dis

tributor will be given . The distributor used in the start- stop
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system is the only apparatus radically different from the corre

sponding apparatus units of the multiplex system . In Fig. 28

is shown the start-stop distributor with its driving motor a ,

and brush-stop magnets b . The receiving face c, shown in the

illustration , is made up of four concentric phosphor-bronze

rings mounted in a hard-rubber plate . All rings are segmented .

The outer ring is divided into six short segments d, to do sepa

rated by larger segments e . The short ones are the receiving

segments, and the first five of these are the selecting segments ,

which are one - fourth the length of the corresponding sending

segments on the sending face. The sixth segment is longer

than the selecting segments and receives the printing current

impulse.

The reason why the receiving segments are only one-fourth

the length of the sending segments is that , should the brushes

at the opposite end of the line not rotate at exactly the same

speed, the proper action of the printer would still be main

tained . The time during which the armature of the line relay

actually transmits local current to a selecting relay of the

printer will be while the line current to the line relay is being

taken from a point either forward or back of the center of the

corresponding sending segment. When the brushes rotate uni

formly , only a small portion of the time during which each

current impulse is being sent out from the sending station to

the line relay is utilized in causing the local current to actuate

the printer. Experience shows that in any telegraph system

current distortions occur generally at the start and the finish

of each current impulse sent to the line. Therefore , while the

sending brush is passing over one of the relatively long sending

segments, the receiving brush is arranged so that it will pass

over its short segment at a time when the sending brush is

midway across its segment, thereby avoiding the unsteady con

ditions obtaining when contact for the line current is being

made and broken . By means of lever f the speed of rotation

may be varied .

The sending face of the distributor , mounted on the far end

of the shaft , Fig . 28 , has four rings , two solid and two seg

mented. In Figs . 29 and 30, the sending rings, and in Fig. 31 ,
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the receiving rings are shown developed, that is , flat, instead

of in circular form, in order to make plainer the circuit wiring

of the various segments.

>

1

45. Tape Transmission of Start-Stop System . - With the

brush B R, Fig. 29 , at rest on ring B and on segment S of

ring A , and brush B R, at rest on ring C and segment 6 of

ring D, when the transmitter is started , current from the 110

volt positive local battery E has a path through a 150-ohm coil ,

ring B, brush B R, segment S ( at top ) , cut-off key, left local

contact of the break relay , and one coil of the start relay, thence

to the negative side of the 110-volt local power line . The circuit

through the release magnet is now closed because the right-hand

armature lever of the start relay is attracted forward, complet

ing a circuit through the windings of the release magnet from

110 - volt positive to 110-volt negative battery. The actuation

of the release magnet starts the sending brushes rotating.

Current from 110-volt negative now has a path by way of

the right-hand armature lever of the start relay, 600 -ohm coil ,

left-hand armature-lever contact of the keyboard relay , left

hand armature-lever contact of the lockout relay, to the bus

bar B B of the transmitter T R. Assume that the perforated

tape, shown near TL , has performed the operation of closing

the first and fifth levers of the transmitter TR, counting from

the right. Current now has a path from the bus-bar to the

first and the fifth levers , through the left-hand coils of the first

and fifth transmitting relays T , to 110-volt positive at F. The

armature levers of these two transmitting relays now being

attracted, current from 110-volt positive at F now has a path

by way of the right-hand armature levers of the transmitting

relays 1 and 5, the winding of the keyboard relay, and the

right-hand armature- lever contact of the lockout relay to 110

volt negative battery .

The transmitting relays 1 and 5 are now locked , and the key

board relay being energized , the 110-volt negative connection

is removed from the bus- bar, because the circuit is opened at

the left-hand armature-lever contact of the keyboard relay.

When brushes B R pass off segment S on ring A, the current
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path through the start relay and the release magnet is , there

fore, in position to arrest the rotation of the sending brush

after it has made one complete revolution .

1 )

1

1

46. As brush B Ry , Fig. 29, passes on to segment 1 of

ring D, the brush B R passes on to segment T of ring A. The

loop circuit is closed through brush B Ry , and the tongue of

the first transmitting relay , current passing to the line through

segment 1 , brush B RJ , and ring C. A path also is made up

from the 110-volt positive battery E through brush B R, seg

ment T of ring A, and the winding of the transmitter mag

net T R, thence to 110-volt negative. The transmitter magnet

steps up the perforated tape in preparation for the transmission

of the succeeding character combination of current impulses .

As brush B R, sweeps over segments 2, 3 , and 4 of ring D,

no current impulses are sent to the line because the armature

levers of these three transmitting relays are not in the attracted

position, if only the first and fifth relays were actuated by the

transmitter levers, as previously explained . When brush B R

reaches segment 5 , however, the loop circuit is closed and a

current impulse sent to the line. Continuing, the brush BR

reaches segment 6 of ring D , and brush B R reaches segment L

of ring A. While brush B R is on segment L, a circuit is made

up from 110-volt positive at E, through brush B R, segment L

of ring A and one winding of the lockout relay to 110 -volt

negative. Segment 6, of ring D , is permanently connected to

main battery M B, so that when the brush reaches the end of

each revolution , current is applied to the line until the series

of operations described in the foregoing is again started .

The right-hand tongue of the lockout relay breaks the cir

cuit through the keyboard relay , thereby releasing the trans

mitter relays as well as the keyboard relay. The brushes stop

when they reach the latch and, when tape transmission is used,

will start another revolution immediately unless the tape lever

TL is raised , or the cut-off key or break relay has been

operated.

The segment S, at the lower extremity of ring A is a con

tinuation of segment S shown at the top of the ring, and is so

>
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1placed to show that when brush B R, reaches the end of its

revolution on segment 6 of ring D, brush B R is then in con

tact with segment S of ring A.

47. Direct -Keyboard Transmission . — The depression of

any key of the keyboard perforator causes a certain combina

tion of contact levers to be set up in the transmitter , Fig. 30.

A contact K common to all keys , also is closed at the same

time. In this case the keyboard and the transmitter are one.

When the common contact K of the transmitter is closed , a

circuit is made up from the 110-volt negative terminal of the

local power circuit, through a 62 -ohm coil , contact K, coils of

the control relay, left-hand armature -lever contact of the key

board relay, left-hand armature-relay contact of the lockout

relay, any lever contact of the transmitter that is closed , the

left -hand windings of the transmitting relays T, to the 110

volt positive terminal of the local power circuit at F.

The control relay is energized and attracts its two arma

tures. So long as a key of the keyboard is held down , the

transmitting relays lock themselves by closing a circuit through

the keyboard relay. Actuation of the keyboard relay opens the

circuit to the keyboard relay selecting contacts by way of

the transmitter and the left-hand armature lever of the key

board relay, which has left its back stop. This action insures

that the character combination set up by the keyboard shall

not be changed.

The keyboard relay also closes a circuit from the 110-volt

positive battery E, through brush B R, segment S of ring A,

the armature lever of the keyboard relay , the armature lever

of the break relay, and the right-hand winding of the start

relay to 110-volt negative. The left-hand winding of the start

relay is energized as soon as its left - hand armature lever comes

in contact with its front stop. The release magnet is now

actuated , and the brushes start rotation , causing the required

combination of current impulses forming a character to be sent

to the line from main-line battery MB , by way of the seg

ments of ring D, brush B R, and ring C. When the brushes

B R leave segment S , the start relay and the release magnet arę>
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deenergized. When the brushes B R arrive at segment L, the

lockout relay is actuated and the keyboard relay and the trans
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mitting relays are released . When the key of the keyboard

is raised the control relay is released .

When the brushes B R have passed off segment L, the lock

out relay is released and the circuits through the keyboard

relay and the locking windings of the transmitting relays are
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soon as

ready for the transmission of a following combination of cur

rent impulses. When a second key is depressed , the control

relay is closed and the start relay is actuated as

brushes B R reach segment S, but if no key is depressed the

control relay and the start relay and the brush arm will be held

by the latch controlled by the release magnet of the distributor.

48. Operation of Receiving Distributor and Printer.

Since the disk -operated printer of the start-stop system is the

same as that used in the multiplex system , just described, the

following paragraphs will explain only the sequence of events

from the time incoming current combinations operate the line

relay LR, Fig . 31 , until the various battery circuits which

operate the selecting magnets of the disks in the printer are

closed . It has already been explained how the movement of

disks results in properly lining up the typewheel for character

printing

In Fig. 32 is shown a list of the disk combinations with the

letters or stunts which they control . The selecting magnets

which control the disks are operated by five selecting relays,

SR, to SR5 , Fig. 31. The five selecting relays are connected

to segments 1 to 5 on ring D of the receiving face of the dis

tributor, from which they receive short current impulses.

These currents are controlled by the line relay LR. When

the armature of the relay is in the spacing position, which is to

the right, current from a 110 -volt negative local battery is

applied to the long segment of ring A of the distributor, and

when the armature lever of the relay is attracted to its marking

position , current from the same source is applied to ring C of

the distributor. By means of the rotating brushes B R and

BR, contact is made between rings A and B, and between

rings C and D.

The circuit for operating the selecting relays extends from

the 110 -volt negative local battery to the segments on ring D,

through the windings of the selecting relays and the individual

resistance coils , to positive battery, either by way of the con

tacts on the right-hand release magnet in the printer or through

the front contact of the overlap relay when the overlap relay
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>

>

is energized. To note the connection in the printer just men

tioned, refer to Fig. 21 .

When any of the selecting relays , Fig. 31 , are operated they

will be locked in the closed position by a holding circuit extend

ing from the 110 -volt negative battery terminal at H, through

the windings of relay RC, the 600 -ohm resistance coil , the

contact of the selecting relay, on the left, the winding of the

selecting relay, and to positive battery . The release control

relay R C establishes a connection between the printing relay

and the distributor. The function of relay RC is to prevent

the printing relay from operating in case no selection has been

set up on the selecting relays. Each selecting relay, when oper

ated , closes a circuit through the back contact of the overlap

relay to operate a selecting magnet and therefore to turn one

of the selecting disks for typewheel selection .

1

49. Printing Cycle. — After the selecting disks are set for

printing, a sixth current impulse is received from the distributor,

the circuit, Fig . 31 , extending from 110-volt positive at E

through a 150-ohm coil, the brushes B R,, segment 6 on ring D,

the front contact of RC, the winding of the printing relay , and

the back contact of the clearout relay to the negative battery .

The printing relay will operate and be locked through a 300

ohm resistance coil , remaining locked until the armature lever

of the clearout relay is attracted . The overlap relay, on oper

ating, disconnects the battery from the contacts of the select

ing relays and restores the battery to the windings of the

selecting relays , permitting the relays to pick up the combina

tion of the next letter before the operation of printing the pre

ceding letter has been completed. It is from this action that

the overlap relay derives its name.

Although the combination for the next letter may be set

up on the selecting relays, the selecting magnets will not be

operated, because their battery circuit is now open at the back

contact of the overlap relay. On the right-hand side of the

overlap relay an armature lever ( not shown in Fig. 31 , but

shown in Fig. 21 ) when closed , operates the start magnet and

releases the typeshaft.
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50. The sequence of operations in the printer during the

selection and printing of a character is as follows :

1. As the receiving brushes , Fig. 31 , on the distributor

rotate, the selecting relays will operate successively and lock

themselves closed . The first one to operate also operates the

release - control relay.

2. As each selecting relay operates, it in turn operates the

corresponding selecting magnet and disk .

3. When the brushes B R, reach segment 6 of ring D, the

printing relay operates and is locked .

4. The release magnets operate and release all stop and

stunt bars . One bar will enter the slots in the disks.

5. The selecting relays and selecting magnets are released,

but the disks are held in place by the stop or stunt bar in the

slots. The release - control relay is released.

6. The overlap relay operates . The operation of the select

ing relays for the selection of the next character may begin at

any time after the overlap relay closes its front contact.

7. The start magnet operates , releasing the type shaft.

8. The striking arm on the type shaft strikes the inner end

of the selected stop bar . This stops the type shaft and type

wheel and closes a circuit for operating the printing magnet

and the space -lock and clearout relays .

9. The printing ram forces the paper against the typewheel,

and prints the selected character. The space-lock relay oper

ates and locks itself and the clearout relay operates.

10. The printing relay, start magnet, and release magnets

are released.

11. The space magnet starts to operate and pulls the car

riage to the left one space . Just before the operation is com

pleted it opens the locking circuit of the space-lock relay.

12. The release magnet armatures push the stop and stunt

bars back into place , releasing the selecting disks which are

restored to their normal positions.

13. The circuit of the overlap relay is opened at the release

magnet contacts , but not until after a circuit has been estab

lished by these contacts for holding any selecting relays that

have previously operated .
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14. The overlap relay releases . This opens the circuit of

the start magnet and prevents it from starting when the clear

out relay releases . The back contact of the overlap relay closes

a circuit for the selecting magnets.

15. The connection between stop-bar and the striking arm

is broken . This releases the printing magnet and clearout relay

and opens the circuit of the operating winding of the space

lock relay and releases it if the space magnet has completed

its operation by this time. The type -shaft is allowed to rotate

until the striking arm is caught by the claws on the start

magnet armature.

When a rapid succession of characters is received , as in the

case of tape sending or fast keyboard sending , one or more of

the selecting relays will usually operate in the interval between

steps 6 and 13. In this case, several selecting magnets may

operate at once when the overlap relay releases , as described in

step 14, instead of operating in turn as each selecting relay

operates, as in step 2.

51. In Figs . 29 and 30 the main battery M B has one ter

minal grounded while the other terminal is connected to the

line by way of the rotating brush B R, and rings D and C.

As there shown, transmission is in one direction at a time over

the line. In order to transmit simultaneously in both direc

tions , that is , duplex the circuit, some changes are made in

applying the battery to the line at the transmitting side at each

end. The changes necessary are only in the wiring and are

practically the same as the alterations necessary to change a

single Morse circuit to duplex.
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MULTIPLEX ROTARY REPEATER

52. Purpose of Repeaters. — Repeaters, as has been

explained in another Section, are used for the purpose of

strengthening the current on the line and in this manner stabil

ize transmission. Repeaters may be inserted at one or more

intermediate points where the circuit is too long for direct

operation from one terminal station to another, or where the

circuit is affected by extraneous , or foreign currents , or to

insure more satisfactory operation by dividing a circuit made

up of one section , with telegraph apparatus at the two terminal

stations only, into two sections. Various types of repeaters

improve or strengthen the signals, but most of the repeaters

also repeat the defects that may exist in the original signals.

It should be understood that a circuit that contains repeaters

may be further divided by additional repeaters to improve the

circuit operation as a whole.

If the signals are distorted the ordinary single -line or duplex

repeater does not correct such distortion , but merely strengthens

the current for the next line section , and, dependent somewhat

upon adjustments, adds to the distortion of the received signals.

This additional distortion , however, is not appreciably detri

mental when compared with the transmission benefits derived

by installing repeaters at some intermediate points.

>

53. Advantages of Rotary Repeater. — The rotary type of

repeater used by the Western Union Telegraph Company in

multiplex printing telegraph circuits receives distorted signals

the same as any other type of repeater, but, like the multiplex

printer system , the repeater selects , by means of a distributor,

only the center or most reliable part of each received impulse.

The signals that are repeated to the next line section are com

pletely regenerated so that if received at all by the repeater

station, the repeated signals should be of as good quality as

the original signals that are started from the transmitting sta

4845
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tion . In one form of rotary repeater , transmission from the

repeater is by means of relay contacts under control of a dis

tributor of the same type as is used at the terminal sets of the

multiplex system .

54. General Description of Multiplex Rotary Repeater.

The rotary repeater under consideration is arranged with two

distributors , one for receiving and transmitting signals in one

direction and another for receiving and transmitting signals in

the opposite direction. The transmitting speed in one direc

tion may, therefore , be different from that in the other, pro

vided that the terminal sets with which the rotary repeater is

working are equipped with double distributors ; that is , one for

receiving and one for sending.

Each side of the rotary repeater is provided with the usual

line equipment for duplex operation, multiplex distributors,

and polarized relays for purposes noted below. In addition to

the line relay, which is operated on the vibration or combina

tion Wheatstone relay principle, there are three other relays

known as the corrector, transmitting, and locking relays.

55. Operation of Rotary Repeater . — The multiplex rotary

repeater, shown in Fig. 33 , consists of duplicate apparatus

including a distributor D, locking relay LR, transmitting

relay T R, correcting relay C R, and a combination line relay R.

In the operation of the rotary repeater the function of the

corrector relays CR and C R, is the same as in the terminal

sets, that is , to actuate the corrector mechanism of the distrib

utor. The function of the transmitting relays T R and TR ,

is to transmit the regenerated signals . The locking relays LR

and L R, insure that the tongues of the transmitting relays ,

when actuated by received signals, shall be held against the

proper battery contacts the full length of time required for a

given signal.

Referring to Fig. 33 , it will be noted that all the receiving

segments on the receiving ring of each distributor face plate

are connected together and to the tongue of their respective

line relay R or R . The corresponding solid rings are connected

through the coils of the locking and transmitting relays and a
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2000 -ohm resistance to ground . When a signal impulse is

received , from the line west for example, it operates the line

relay R so that the armature of the relay is moved to either

one of its contacts , depending on the direction of the current

in the line. From the armature of the line relay R connection

is made to the receiving segments of the western distributor D,

then through the rotating brush B R, to the solid ring of the

distributor wheel , the winding of the locking .relay LR, the

winding of the transmitting relay TR, through the 2000 -ohm

resistance to the ground . The armature of relay TR is elec

trically connected to the middle point of the east-line relay Rz .

Therefore, as the armature of relay TR comes in contact with

either one of its stops , which are connected to opposite battery

polarities, the direction of the current in the line east will be

correspondingly changed, and, hence, the signal from line west

will be repeated into line east.

1

56. Locking Relays. As in the case of terminal-set

reception , the short receiving segments on each distributor D,

Fig. 33 , are adjusted to pick out only the middle or the most

reliable portion of the received signal impulse. This impulse

is necessarily so brief that the armature of the transmitting

relay either T'R or TR is scarcely moved to its correct stop

when the current ceases . If the armature of the transmitting

relay should be slightly biased or if the relay should be jarred

during the interval of no current in the coils, the armature may

leave the proper contact before it really should do so. To pre

vent such a mutilation of signals , and at the same time aug

ment the signal started on the short receiving segment, the

locking relays LR and L R, are provided to supply the trans

mitting relays with current in the proper direction during the

intervals that the distributor brushes are passing from one

short receiving segment to another.

It will be noted that the locking segments on the face of each

distributor wheel alternate with the receiving segments , and

like the receiving segments are all connected together. The

locking segments are, further, connected to the armature of the

locking relay. With an incoming signal impulse on the line

1
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west, the armature of the line relay R will move, say to the

negative battery contact. With the brushes B R on the upper

most receiving segment of the western distributor D, the signal

impulse may be followed from the negative battery contact of

relay R , the uppermost receiving segment on the western dis

tributor D, brushes B R, the solid ring, the coils of the locking

relay L R, the coils of the transmitting relay T R, through the

2000 -ohm resistance to the ground. The armature of each

relay will come in contact with its negative -battery stop.

The armature of the transmitting relay completes a circuit

from its negative battery through the relay R, to the line east,

thus repeating the signal originating in the line west. The

armature of the locking relay L R in contact with its negative

stop starts a locking circuit to the highest locking segment on

the distributor D, so that when the brush B R reaches the first

locking segment, the locking circuit will be completed through

the brushes B R, the coils of both the locking and the trans

mitting relays through a resistance to the ground. This lock

ing impulse tends to keep the armature of each relay against

the negative battery contact to which the armature was moved

by the original signal impulse through the first receiving seg

ment on the distributor.

57. If the next current impulse is positive, all the arma

tures on the west side move to the positive battery contacts .

The armature of the transmitting relay TR, Fig. 33 , com

pletes a circuit from the positive battery to relay R, and the

line east, while the armature of the locking relay L R completes

the circuit from its positive battery through the coils of relays

LR and T R. The action of the locking current impulse holds

the tongue of the transmitting relay firmly against the contact

where it was placed by the signal from the short receiving seg

ment, and, in addition to adding stability to the repeated signal,

gives it a duration equivalent to the length of a transmitting

segment of the terminal distributor.
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KLEINSCHMIDT PAGE PRINTER

INTRODUCTION

1. The Kleinschmidt printing telegraph system is a com

plete assembly of apparatus consisting of a perforator, trans

mitter, receiving distributor, and printer. The system is used

in large manufacturing and commercial enterprises for inter

communication, and as the various units are interchangeable

with other standard equipment, such units are frequently used

by telegraph companies. The printer used in connection with

a complete Kleinschmidt system is known as the No. 4 type.

Another type of printer, which differs slightly from the No. 4

type, has been developed for use with multiplex systems . The

difference between the two printers , however, is not great

enough to warrant a separate explanation of each printer, as

the one is simply a modification of the other adapted for a dif

ferent service.

The Kleinschmidt system is operated on the start -stop prin

ciple, using a start unit, five selecting units , and one unit for a

time interval between characters . The actual printing of the

characters on the message blank is accomplished by the actua

tion of ordinary type bars , the same as are used in an Under

wood typewriter. The type -bar construction is suitable for

high -speed transmission .
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KLEINSCHMIDT PERFORATOR

2. In the Kleinschmidt system, current impulses are for

mulated and sent to the line by feeding perforated tape through

the transmitter unit. This tape is perforated on the machine

shown in Fig. 1. The keyboard a is the same as on an ordi

nary three -row typewriter. When any one of the keys is

d

2 .

..

*
*8
.
3

*
*
*

FIG. 1

struck , a series of levers will be actuated, causing the punching

mechanism , which is enclosed in case b, to perforate the tapec

and move it slightly to the left . The code perforations are the

same as those given in connection with the Western Union sys

tem . The copy holder d is placed in such a position that the

perforating operator can readily see the message while copying

it . The tape is usually wound on a roll and is placed in a con

tainer underneath the copy holder. The dial and pointer, shown

at e, indicate the number of character perforations that have

been made. With the aid of this device the perforating oper
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ator is able to determine the printing position of the printer

carriage, so that at the end of what will make a line of printing

he may send the line- feed signal . The line - feed signal causes

the printer to start on a new line. This performer may be

used on any other system where the standard five - unit code is

used.

>

KLEINSCHMIDT TRANSMITTER

3. The Kleinschmidt system employs a transmitter, the

operating principles of which differ from those previously

described . Through the action of the contact tongue of a pole

changer, negative and positive current impulses are sent over

the line. The polarity of the five selecting current impulses

is determined by the presence or absence of holes punched in

the tape. The tape passes directly from the perforator to the

transmitter .

In Fig. 2 (a) , ( b ) , and ( c ) , are shown some of the more

important parts of the transmitter apparatus. The actual con

struction of the transmitter is shown in view ( d) . The con

tact tongue of the pole changer is shown at a, views (a) , ( b ) ,

and ( d ) ; the selector pins , five in number, at b ; levers , at c, d,

and e ; lever extension rod , at f ; a pawl, at g ; a tape-feed wheel

ratchet, at h ; the tape, at i ; a button , at j ; and a cam shaft

carrying a number of cams at k . The cam shaft k is driven

by a motor acting through a friction clutch. Through the

action of one of the cams, and levers e , rod f and the pawl g,

the ratchet wheel h advances the tape twice for each revolution

of shaft k. There are six cams , six levers d, and six levers C

five of which have selector pins b attached to them.

Consider that the tape is stopped on a certain line and that

there are holes in the character line of the tape above some of

the selector pins and no holes above the other pins . At the

beginning of every character , one of the cams in rotating,

depresses the left end of a d lever and raises the right end .

The action of the d lever allows a spring to so move the c lever,

not having a selector pin attached to it , that the saddle , which

extends over all of the clevers and is attached to the contact

tongue a, is raised and the contact tongue a is forced against
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the marking contact. A minus or marking current impulse is

sent to the line. This impulse starts the operation of the rotat

ing brush arm at the receiving station.

When the left end of any one of the levers d is not engaged

by a cam, the right end of this lever is depressed and holds

down the right end of the corresponding lever c , thus keeping

39
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the contact tongue a against the spacing contact. The cams

are so arranged on the shaft that they engage with the d levers

one after the other.

A cam, when it is engaged, depresses the left end and raises

the right end of one of the levers d. If there is a hole in the

tape above the active selector pin , the pin passes through
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the hole, and lever c is raised sufficiently by its spring to force

the contact tongue a against the marking contact. This con

dition is indicated in view (a ) . As the cam shaft k rotates,

wwwww
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Fig. 2 ( Continued)

the cam is disengaged from lever d, the left end of this lever

rises and the right end is depressed . Lever c is thus depressed

and the selector pin withdrawn from the hole in the tape. If
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there is no hole above the next selector pin , the contact tongue a

is forced against its spacing contact. As may be noted in

view ( b ) , the selector pin and its lever c are held down by the

paper, although the cam depresses the left end and raises the

right end of lever d. The contact tongue a is , therefore , forced

to the left, or to the spacing contact. If , however, there had

been a hole in the tape above the next selector pin, that pin

would have passed through the hole as soon as the action of

the corresponding cam allowed its lever c to rise. This move

ment follows so quickly, owing to the action caused by the

adjacent hole , that the contact tongue a remains on its marking

contact without moving back to its spacing contact in the very

short interval of time between the actions due to the two holes .

When there are two or more unperforated portions of the

tape above adjacent selector pins, the paper will hold the con

tact tongue a against its spacing contact during the time that

the two or more selector pins are held down by the paper. The

character ends with a spacing-current impulse. For every

character transmitted there are seven current impulses sent to

the receiving station . The first and last are for synchronizing

purposes, and the five other current impulses are for selecting

purposes.

If it is desired to repeat a character several times , the but

ton j is depressed so as to hold the pawl g out of engagement

with the tape-feed ratchet h . The tape will remain stationary

and the same character will be repeated as long as the button

remains depressed .

4. In order to signal quickly to the distant station, a bell

signal mechanism, Fig. 2 ( c ) and ( d ) , is provided . When

the bell handle l, view (d ) , is moved to the right and then

released, the shaft m, views ( c ) and ( d ) , which is driven

through a clutch , is released , and the transmitting cam shaft k

is stopped during one revolution of shaft m. Cam n, acting

through levers , moves the contact tongue a back and forth

between its spacing contact and its marking contact.

During one revolution of shaft m, the necessary current

impulses are sent over the line to make up the characters, fig
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ure shift, J , and the letter shift. Whenever letter J is selected

in the printer, while the carriage is in the upper case , a bell

is rung and no printing takes place. If the bell handle 1 is

held to the right, the characters will be repeated for each revo

lution of shaft m. When the bell handle is released, shaft m

will be stopped and shaft k released.

At the beginning of each revolution of shaft m, a small

mechanical bell is operated so that the operator at the sending

station may know how long to hold the bell handle in order to

send out any desired number of bell signals .

An arm a, view (d ) , extending from the transmitter is raised

and stops the operation of the transmitter if the tape between

the perforator and the transmitter becomes so taut that there is

danger of breaking the tape.

KLEINSCHMIDT PRINTER AND DISTRIBUTOR

PRINTER UNIT

5. The general appearance of the Kleinschmidt printer is

that of an ordinary typewriter without the keyboard. The

complete unit with part of the front cover removed is shown

in Fig. 3. Actual printing is done by means of type bars a

striking the paper on a platen b through the ribbon c . In gen

eral, the various operations leading to the lifting of a type bar

or the performance of a function are begun at the selecting

magnets , whose armatures may be seen at d. Each of the five

selecting magnets, by means of its armature extension, con

trols one of the five notched selector bars shown at e. Above

the selector bars are 31 pull bars f mounted at right angles to

the selector bars. By the action of the selecting-magnet arma

tures and the action of the sixth - pulse magnet g, a row of slots

in the selector bars is formed under one of the pull bars f, and

that pull bar will fall into the open slot . The operating mag

net h is then energized and the letter will be printed or the

function performed that the selected pull bar controls . Move

ments of the inker ribbon and of the carriage after each letter,
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require no special control , as these functions are performed

automatically. Spaces between words, and other functions,

require special code combinations for their performance. Fur

1

0

FIG. 3

ther instruction regarding the detailed operation of the printer

will be given later.

> >

RECEIVING DISTRIBUTOR

6. To distribute the incoming current impulses to the

proper selector magnets, the device shown in Fig. 4 is used.

The solid ring of the distributor is connected to the positive

battery, while the segments 1 , 2, 3, 4, and 5 on the segmented

ring are connected to their respective selecting magnets in the

printer. Two sets of segments, 1 to 6 and Start, are provided.

and for any given series of code impulses, the brushes make

but one -half revolution . With the arrangement shown, it does

not matter which half of the distributor comes under the influ

ence of the rotating brushes, for the corresponding segments

are interconnected, and whether the one or the other half is
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passed over by the brushes, the resulting operations will be the

same. The interconnection of the segments is shown in Fig. 5 .

This arrangement reduces considerably the time required for

the brushes to cover the desired area , for only one half revolu

tion will in this case perform all the necessary operations of

the distributor.

Between segments 1 to 5 are inactive, or insulated, segments.

If a current impulse arrives when the brush is on an insulated

segment no action can take place , but by the time the brush

reaches an active segment the signal will be found to be more

steady and less distorted . It follows that these segments

reduce the length of the current impulse received by the printer,

but at the same time they help to present this current to the
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selecting magnets at a time when its characteristics are best.

The action of the distributor is further explained in connection

with Fig. 5.

TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVING-DISTRIBUTOR CIRCUITS

7. In Fig. 5 is shown the wiring of the transmitter and

receiving distributor . When the local power switch is closed,

the receiving distributor motor is started , the brushes on the
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distributor , however, being prevented from rotating by the

start magnet. When a group of current impulses is received

from the transmitter at a distant station, the line relay, shown

directly above the milliammeter, is operated ; its armature

tongue moves in one direction in response to positive current

and in the opposite direction in response to negative cur

rent in the line circuit . The first impulse of a group of

impulses is marking and the tongue of the relay moves to the

right. A circuit is completed from the positive side of the

local power supply to the solid ring of the distributor, thence

through the brushes and brush holder to the start magnet by

way of the start segment of the distributor , through the con

trol switch, to the right-hand contact of the line relay, and

through the tongue to the negative side of the local power sup

ply. start magnet is operated , releasing the clutch which,

being under control of the motor shaft, picks up the brush arm ,

causing it to rotate in a clockwise direction ; the brushes pass

over six segments of the distributor between one start seg

ment and the other, and are there brought to rest by the block

ing action of the start-magnet armature . The functions of

the start magnet are, therefore , to release the brushes on the

distributor when a starting impulse has been received , and to

stop the rotation of the brushes when a code combination has

been received .

During this time one or more of the selecting magnets of

the printer have been actuated , the number depending on the

movements of the tongue of the line relay while the brush was

in contact successively with segments 1 , 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the

distributor. As the brush passes over segment 6, a circuit is

closed through the sixth - pulse magnet, and the character selec

tion set up by the printer selecting magnets causes the desired

character to be printed on the paper.

>

8. The first current impulse of a character in all cases

causes the tongue of the line relay, Fig. 5 , to move to the right.

The following five selecting current impulses are either nega

tive or positive (marking or spacing) and the seventh impulse

is always spacing, thus causing the tongue of the line relay to
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move to the left. For example, if the five selecting current

impulses, negative, negative , positive , positive , positive, repre

senting the letter A, are transmitted from the distant station,

the tongue of the line relay will move to the right, where it

will remain during the three units of time required by the start

segment impulse and the following two negative , or marking,

selecting impulses. The first and second selecting magnets will

be operated. The tongue then moves to the left ( spacing )

and stops there while the brush completes its half revolution to

the start segment, during which time there have been three

positive selecting current impulses and the final positive current

impulse for the sixth-pulse magnet.

The brush arm makes one-half revolution for each character

received , the speed of travel of the brush arm being regulated

by means of the motor governor, which cuts a resistance in or

out of the armature circuit. The motor speed is regulated to

correspond with the time taken to send a group of current

impulses at the transmitter station.

9. By the use of the polar duplex arrangement, the line

may be operated simultaneously at both ends. The negative and

positive main-line generators are connected to the marking and

spacing contacts of the transmitter. The wires are extended

to a hand -operated pole-changer key, which may be used for

Morse working at times when circuit tests are required. For

Morse working the double control switch is closed to the right .

For automatic working the control switch is thrown to the left .

The test switch, shown to the left of the double control switch ,

is used for circuit-balancing purposes ; with the switch lever to

to the right, the line circuit is grounded, and the home gener

ators are cut out of circuit.

PRINTER MECHANISM

10. Selector Magnets and Selector Bars. — The principle

of operation of the Kleinschmidt printer is not unlike that of

the Western Electric 1 -A printer . In place of disks , however,

slotted bars are used , which, when arranged properly by their

respective electromagnets, will allow a certain pull bar to settle
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1 within a row of notches in the selector bars . The function or

character associated with each pull bar will then be properly

executed. If a character is to be printed , the pull bar acts as a

lever, raising the corresponding type bar to the paper. The

action is similar to the depressing of a typewriter key — the key

a
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FIG. 6

is struck and the farther end of the key lever engages a type

bar, causing the latter to be lifted and to print the correspond

ing character on the paper.

11. The manner in which the operation of the selector

magnets effects the selection of the proper bars will be consid

ered in connection with Fig. 6. Reference should be made to

Fig. 3 to note the relative positions occupied by some of the
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parts , the action of which is to be explained . The operation

of the printer begins with the energizing of one or more of the

five selecting magnets by means of currents passing through

the distributor , Figs . 4 and 5. In order to simplify the illus

tration , only one of the five selecting magnets is shown in

Fig. 6 (a ) . When this magnet is energized , its armature lifts

a selector-bar pawl a that is mounted on a selecting - carriage

frame attached to the armature of the sixth -pulse magnet . A

latch b locks the pawl a in its raised position , Fig. 6 ( b ) . There

is one pawl locked in its upper position for each selecting mag

net that is energized . The pawls in their raised positions enter

notches in the lower edges of their corresponding selector bars.

Each of the five selector bars is located directly above its respec

tive pawl.

After the energized selecting magnets have raised their pawls

and a current impulse is received through the number-six seg

ment of the distributor, the sixth - pulse magnet, Fig . 6 (a ) , is

energized , its armature is attracted, and the selecting-carriage

frame with its pawls a is pushed to the right. The raised

pawls engage the edges of the notches in their selector bars and

also move them to the right. At the end of the movement the

lower of the latches b come in contact with latch trips c.

The latches b are thrown out of contact with the active pawls a,

as indicated in Fig. 6 ( c ) , preparatory to the return movement

of the selecting-carriage frame and the selector bars .

12. Five selector-bar retaining springs a, Fig. 7, fastened

to the frame of the printer , bear on the tops of the five selec

tor bars near the right ends of the bars . There are two small

notches in the top edge of each bar and the spring a for any

one bar will rest in either the left or the right notch , depend

ing on whether the selector bar has or has not been moved.

This assists in holding the selector bars in proper positions.

At the completion of the movement of the selector bars , a row

of slots will be formed just below a pull bar that is attached

to the type bar bearing the letter or number about to be printed .

13. Normally the pull bars are raised clear of contact

with the selector bars by the pull -bar restoring lever, Fig. 7 ,
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on which the selector bars normally rest. It is necessary that

this supporting lever be lowered in order that one of the pull

bars may enter into the row of slots prepared for it in the

selector bars. As the selectng -carriage frame starts to move,

its right-hand end strikes a screw b mounted on the selecting

carriage frame return lever c . This lever is forced to rotate

clockwise against the pressure of spring d. Almost immedi

ately after the selecting-carriage frame starts to move, the

active pawls engage the notches in the lower edges of their

selector bars and move one or more of these bars to the right.

The right ends of the active selector bars strike the selector

bar return lever e and rotate it in a clockwise direction. This

action trips the latch f attached to the pull-bar restoring lever.

The pull -bar restoring lever is lowered and one pull bar enters

the row of slots and the other pull bars rest on the tops of the

selector bars . The active pull bar holds the five selector bars

in proper position for the printing of the character.

The current through the sixth segment on the distributor and

through the sixth-pulse magnet is of short duration and when

the current through the magnet ceases, its armature, Fig . 6,

swings to the left and a spring attached to the left end of the

selecting -carriage frame assisted by the action of spring d ,

Fig. 7, which rotates the selecting -carriage return lever c in a

counter -clockwise direction , forces the selecting -carriage frame

back to normal position. The latches b, Fig. 6 ( c ) , have been

tripped by latch trips c so the return movement of the select

ing-carriage frame does not interfere with the positions of the

selector bars.

>

14. Printing .–As the selector-bar return lever e, Fig. 7,

rotates in a clockwise direction , an extension of this lever closes

contacts g and h. This completes the circuit through the oper.

ating solenoid , Fig. 8. One pull bar is now in a row of slots,

as indicated in Fig. 8 , and is below the positions of all of the

other pull bars . The operating solenoid, when energized , raises

its plunger, which causes rotation of a shaft carrying an oper

ating bail . As this bail moves in an arc toward the front of

the printer , the upper edge of the bail engages a notch on the

>
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lower edge of the depressed pull bar and drags it forwards.

The motion of the pull bar is transferred through a vertical

bar to the type bar and throws the type bar against the ribbon ,

paper, and platen , thus causing the selected character to be

printed.

15. Restoring Printing Devices to Normal Positions.

Continued forward motion of the operating bail engages the

pull-bar restoring lever, Fig. 7, and raises it. This lever in

( Paper

Platen

Type Bar

Type Bar

Pull Bar

Pull Bar

Operating

Solenoid

Operating Bail

Selector Bars

Fig. 8

turn raises the depressed pull bar out of the row of slots and

all of the pull bars clear of the top of the selector bars. The

latch f, Fig. 7 , attached to the pull-bar restoring lever , is raised

from its operated position behind the catch on the selector -bar

return lever e , and the catch on lever e snaps under the latch f as

lever e rotates counter -clockwise under the action of spring d.

Lever e also pushes all of the active selector bars to their nor

mal positions at the left . The selector-bar retaining springs a

will now bear in the right-hand row of notches in all of the

selector bars. As the lever e moves back to normal position ,
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the contacts g and h are opened and the operating solenoid is

deenergized.

Rack on Back

of Carriage

16. Spacing.-Spacing after each letter is provided for

by means of a spacing solenoid , Fig. 9 , which is energized when

any one of the type bars or a spacing bar without type is oper

ated . The movement

Back View of Carriage

of the type bar causes

the spacing contact ,

Fig. 10 , to close. The

path of the current is

from the positive ter

minal a , junction point

Carriage b, bell contact ( this
Return Spring

bell contact forms a

shunt path around the

bell magnet and pre

Spacing Spacing vents a signal by the

Spacing Spring Ratchet bell ), junction point c,
Pawl

the closed contact of

the operated spacing

Retaining contact, the windings
Pawl

of the spacing sole

noid , and back to the

-Spacing Solenoid negative terminal d.

The condenser and re

sistance 4 are bridged

across the terminals of the spacing contact to suppress sparking.

When the spacing solenoid , Fig. 9 , is energized , its armature

is drawn into the solenoid and the spacing pawl at the end

of the armature engages with the next tooth at the left on

the spacing ratchet . The retaining pawl during this time

remains engaged with a tooth of the spacing ratchet and

prevents the carriage return spring from rotating the ver

tical shaft . When the type bar has moved back to its normal

position after the printing of the character, the spacing con

tact, Fig. 10, is opened and the spacing solenoid is deenergized .

The armature of the spacing solenoid, Fig. 9 , is withdrawn and

Fig . 9
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a spring forces the spacing pawl to rotate the vertical shaft

through a small angle. The rotation of the shaft takes place

through a clutch at the bottom of the shaft which is normally

engaged with the shaft . The clutch is not shown in Fig. 9. A

pinion at the top of the shaft engages with a rack on the back

of the carriage ; and the carriage, platen , and paper are moved

the proper distance , thus bringing the paper into position for

the printing of the next character. The retaining pawl now

advances one notch and holds the spacing ratchet in place until

the next printing or spacing operation.

Spacing between words is provided for by the operation of

No. 3 selecting magnet. The spacing bar that is thus moved

does not carry type, but its movement actuates the spacing

mechanism in the manner previously described . Every spacing

movement winds up the carriage-return spring, which, when

released, assists in returning the carriage to the proper posi

tion for printing a new line .

17. Carriage Return . — When the carriage -return signal

is received from the distant station, selecting magnet No. 4,

Fig. 10, is energized and the carriage -return pull bar is moved.

The movement of this pull bar closes the carriage-return

contact for a very short interval of time. The path of the

current is from the positive terminal a, junction point e ,

closed carriage -return contact , windings of the carriage-return

magnet, back to the negative terminal d. As soon as the car

riage-return magnet is energized, the clutch at the bottom of

the vertical shaft, Fig . 9 , is released by the action of this mag

net. The carriage-return spring is now free to unwind and to

move the carriage to a position where the paper, after it has

been moved upwards by the line- feed mechanism , upon the

receipt of a line- feed signal , will be in place for the start of a

new line of type. The carriage-return contact is closed only

a short time , but a locking circuit is formed by the contact at

the left end of the energized carriage-return magnet. The path

of the current is from the positive terminal a, Fig. 10, through

junction f, carriage- return release contact ( normally closed ) ,

closed contact at the left end of the carriage-return magnet,
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windings of the carriage-return magnet, back to the negative

terminal d. When the carriage returns to its extreme position

on the right, as seen by one looking at the front of the printer,

a bracket attached to the carriage opens the carriage-return

release contact . The carriage-return magnet is deenergized,

the clutch at the bottom of the vertical shaft , Fig. 9, is again

engaged, and the other devices assume normal positions. The

condenser and resistance 3, Fig. 10, are connected across the

contact near the magnet and the carriage-return release contact

to suppress sparking.

18. Line Feed .When the line-feed signal is received,

No. 2 selecting magnet, Fig . 10 , is energized . The line - feed

pull bar is actuated and closes the line-feed contact. The

line- feed magnet is energized by current through the path from

the positive terminal a, junction point e , line - feed contact ,

winding of line- feed magnet, back to the negative terminal d.

A ratchet that is operated by a pawl is mounted on the platen

around which the paper is fed . This pawl is attached to a

bail extending the length of the carriage . The bail is oper

ated when the line- feed magnet is energized . The ratchet is

turned , which rotates the platen and moves the paper upwards

a distance of one line space to the next line for printing.

When the pull bar is returning to its normal position , it opens

the line- feed contact ; the line- feed magnet is deenergized, and

the ratchet and pawl are set for the next operation . The other

devices return to their normal positions . The condenser and

resistance 5 are connected across the terminals of the line-feed

contact to suppress sparking.

19. Carriage Shift. - When the carriage is in its lower or

normal position, letters are printed. When a figure -shift sig

nal is received from the distant station, the carriage is raised .

Selecting magnets Nos. 1 , 2, 4, and 5, as also the sixth-pulse

magnet, Fig . 10 , are energized . The shift pull bar is dropped

into a prepared slot and the shift contact is closed . The

shift magnet is energized , and its plunger operates a shaft

and attached levers so as to raise the carriage. The carriage

is locked mechanically in its upper -case position. The num
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bers and other characters in the upper -case position may now

be printed . The manual shift contact is in parallel with the

shift contact and may be used in place of a transmitted signal

and the shift contact to raise the carriage. Combined conden

ser and resistance 1 , Fig. 10, are connected across the terminals

of the two shift contacts to prevent sparking.

When the letter-shift signal is received from the distant sta

tion, selecting magnets 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are energized and the

upshift pull bar is operated . By mechanical action the lock

ing latch is moved so as to release the shift operating arm.

The carriage will drop of its own weight to its normal position

for the printing of letters.

20. Bell Signal. — Whether the automatic bell-signal

mechanism, Fig. 2 ( c ) , at the distant station is operated or a

bell signal is sent by means of perforated tape, the current

impulses constituting the signals , figure shift, J , and letter

shift are sent over the line . The printer at the home station

operates to shift the carriage, to move the J pull bar , and then

to return the carriage to its normal position for printing letters .

While the carriage is in its upper position and the J pull bar is

operated, a hook slides over a beveled block on the bell contact,

Fig. 10. The contact is opened , which removes a low -resis

tance shunt around the windings of the bell magnet. Suffi

cient current will now pass through the bell magnet so that its

plunger will be forced to strike the gong once . This current

is insufficient to operate the spacing solenoid , which is in series

with the bell magnet. The number of times that the gong of

the bell will be sounded depends on the time that the handle 1,

Fig. 2 ( c ) , is held to the right.

21. Ribbon Feed Mechanism . — The source of power for

the operation of the ribbon feed and the reverse mechanism is

the operating solenoid, Figs. 8 and 10. The operating contact ,

Fig . 10, for the operating solenoid is protected by the combi

nation condenser and resistance 6. By means of shafts, and

the attached devices , movement of the shaft of the printing

solenoid when operated is transmitted to the winding shaft

carrying one of the spools containing the ribbon . The ribbon
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is wound on one spool as the printing solenoid operates and is

unwound from the other spool .

When the ribbon from one spool is unwound, a trip that

normally is held near the shaft by the coil of ribbon is released

and a reverse mechanism is set in operation. When the oper

ating solenoid moves , the ribbon winds on the spool that was

just completely unwound and unwinds from the other spool .

22. Print Control Switch.—In order to obtain heavy

printing of the type characters , the print control switch is

thrown to the position shown in Fig. 10. The switch blade

short-circuits a resistance and allows a stronger current to pass

through the operating solenoid than if the switch is in the other

position, in which case the current of the circuit must pass

through a resistance.

The combination condenser and resistance 2, Fig. 10, are con

nected between segment 6 on the receiving distributor , Fig. 5 ,

and the positive terminal of the battery that is connected to the

solid inner ring at the distributor. Sparking is , therefore,

reduced or limited by the action of the condenser.

MORKRUM PAGE PRINTERS

MORKRUM PERFORATOR

DESCRIPTION OF PERFORATOR

23. The Morkrum systems of printing telegraphy are

used by commercial telegraph companies and for intercommu

nication in industrial plants . The five -unit code for the trans

mission of letters, figures, characters, and functions is employed.

Except in direct keyboard transmission, the message is first

prepared on a long , narrow strip of paper with the various

characters and printer functions perforated according to the

five- unit code. The machine used for perforating the paper

tape is shown in Fig. 11 .
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The perforator resembles an ordinary typewriter . The

arrangement of letters on the keyboard a is the universal,

and any one familiar with the operation of a typewriter will

in a short time be able to operator the perforator. At b is

shown the case that contains a role of tape. The tapec

passes through the perforating mechanism shown at d, where

a series of holes corresponding to the character selected on the

keyboard, is punched in the tape. The lever shown at e is used

f

6

EKEK
e

FIG. 11

for back spacing, that is , for feeding the tape back, as when a

mistake occurs in the perforations and a correction is to be

made. When 65 characters have been perforated , an indicator

lights a small red lamp under the keyboard , thus notifying the

operator that only seven more spaces are available. When the

operator depresses the carriage-return key, designated on the

keyboard by CAR RET, the indicator returns to its start posi

tion . The copy of the message that is to be transmitted is placed

on the copy holder f.
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PERFORATOR MECHANISM

24. Perforator Loops.-In Fig. 12 are shown the imme

diate connections between a perforator key lever and the other

mechanism of the perforator . Only one key is here shown , but

the rest of the equipment shown in Fig. 12 is common to all keys .

Each key lever a has attached to it a slotted piece of metal b

known as a comb. Underneath the comb are six metal levers

called loops ; these are pivoted at c. The loops are placed in

a horizontal position in the perforator within reach of any one

of the key levers above them . At the extreme left of the board

all the loops are turned inwards at an angle of 90 ° and continue

Thom
Loop Extensions

Comb

Power Loop

--Loop #5

Loop # 4

Loop#3

Loop#2

Loop#1

Key Lever

Fig. 12

in that direction up to the pivot c . At the pivot all the loops

turn upwards. The vertical extensions of the loops are fork

shaped so as to engage other levers of the perforating device .

The comb b of each key lever has a different arrangement

of slots so as to engage different loops below it . The slotted

portion of the comb permits the loops directly below the slots

to remain in their normal positions when a key is struck, but

the solid portion of the comb strikes the loop or loops directly

below it , causing the vertical extensions of the loops that were

struck to move forwards, or toward the observer. The loop

directly in front of the machine and under the first tooth of

the comb is the power loop , the action of which, as will be

explained, is to close the contacts of the circuit including the

punch magnet.
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25. Punching Mechanism . — The five forked loop exten

sions of Fig. 12 are connected by means of suitable levers to

their respective punch bars as shown in Fig. 13. The forked

extension of the power loop controls the punch contacts. The

punching mechanism as shown in the figure represents the vari

ous devices as viewed from the top of the perforator. The
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slot in the first, or the power loop, extension engages a lever a ,

the upper portion of which has a spring contact b . When,

owing to the operation of the power loop , the lever a is turned

counter-clockwise on its pivot , the contact spring b will move

to the stop c and complete a circuit through the punch magnet d.

26. Loop extensions 1 , 2, 3, 4 , and 5, Fig. 13, engage

levers, usually called bell-cranks, which are pivoted at e and

turn downwards as at f. Attached to each of the bell-cranks f

> >
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is a punch bar g, the left end of each of which is normally

directly above its respective punch h. The five character

punches, as also the guide punch, are all placed in the punch

block i. Above the punch bars g is the punch hammer j,

which, in turn , is under the influence of the plunger extension k

of the punch magnet d.

When any of the loop extensions have been operated , their

respective bell-cranks will have withdrawn their punch bars

from over the punches . The punch bars that have remained

over their punches , when struck by the punch hammer, will

force the punches through the paper tape I, so that when the

punches , owing to spring action, are withdrawn , the proper

series of holes for the character struck on the keyboard will

appear in the tape.

27. Tape-Feed Mechanism . - Mounted on shaft m , Fig. 13 ,

are three wheels. The first of these n has twelve pins in its

periphery, as indicated in the figure. These pins engage the

guide perforations in the tape so that when the shaft m is

turned , the wheel n will pull the tape toward the left . The

feed ratchet is engaged by the pawl p, the latter being con

nected to an extension of the perforator hammer j. The detent

roller q engages the teeth of the star wheel r; this wheel deter

mines the travel of the tape for each operation of the punch

hammer.

When the perforated tape is brought under the influence of

the wheel containing the feed - pins, and the punch hammer j is

forced downwards, the pawl p will also move down and engage

the next tooth on the ratchet 0 . As the hammer moves up,

the pawl p turns the ratchet o and brings the tape to the next

position for perforating. As has been mentioned , the detent

roller q and the star wheel r determine accurately the next

position of the tape underneath the punch bars .

28. Back -Spacing Mechanism.—The back - spacing lever e ,

Fig . 11 , when moved slightly to the right , disengages the pawl p ,

Fig . 13 , from its ratchet. When moved farther, the back

spacing lever brings into play another pawl , which engages

the star wheel and turns the shaft in backwards one space.

48447
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If more than one mistake occurs in the tape, the back-space

lever is operated for every character that is to be corrected .

To correct the mistakes made in the tape, the letter-shift key ,

marked LTRS, is struck , which results in five holes in the

tape. This code signal is made on top of every mistake in the

perforations , since it will leave the distant printer in its nor

mal operating condition and at the same time alter any char

shotki
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Fig. 14

acter combination to this signal . However, when figures are

being transmitted it is necessary to operate the figure -shift key

after the letter shift . After all of the mistakes have been

obliterated, regular operation of the perforator may be resumed.

29. Indicator Mechanism . - On the shaft m, Fig. 13 , is

also mounted a small pinion having twelve teeth . This pinion
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is shown at a, Fig. 14, in mesh with the teeth of the idler

gear b. The idler gear meshes with the indicator gear c . This

mechanism registers movements of the perforated tape. When

ever the shaft on which the feed ratchet is located is moved

forwards one space, the indicator gear moves one tooth. In

Fig. 14 is shown the indicator mechanism as viewed from the

bottom of the perforator. The normal movements of the pin

ion a and gears b and c will be in the directions indicated by

the arrows.

When the indicator gear has moved sufficiently to allow

pin d to raise the armature e, contact f will close and complete

a circuit through a lamp underneath the keyboard. This indi

cates that the perforator has punched practically enough letters

and characters for one line of type . The light is the danger

signal , and the operator cannot perforate very much beyond it.

While the indicator gear is moving in a counter-clockwise

direction, a spring g is being wound. Then when the operator

strikes the carriage- return key, marked CAR RET, the release

rod h will be moved toward the left , disengaging the idler

gear b from the feed - roll pinion a. The indicator gear c is

then free to return to its normal position under the influence

of the coiled spring g. It may happen that the carriage-return

key comes up before the indicator gear has returned to normal

position . To prevent this , a release-rod pawl is provided which,

when the release rod has been moved to the left, enters the slot

provided for it and holds the idler gear b away from pinion a

until pin ; in the indicator gear lifts the release rod , permitting

it to move to the right and at the same time allowing the idler

lever k, shown in dotted lines, to bring the idler gear again in

mesh with the feed-roll pinion. Normal operation then resumes.
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MORKRUM AUTOMATIC TRANSMITTER

The con

TRANSMITTER PARTS

30. The Morkrum automatic transmitter consists essentially

of five contact tongues, one of which is shown at a, Fig. 15 ,

playing between two sets of contact points b and c.

tact tongues are carried on irregularly shaped arms d , which

are pivoted on a common shaft e . The extension f of each

arm d terminates in a tape pin , and the extension g rests nor

mally against the armature h of the transmitter magnet i, that

is , when the magnet is energized and its plunger j has moved

the armature to the position shown in the figure. The feed

wheel k is mounted on a shaft with a smaller ratchet directly

Spacing
-Tape Pins

as d

in

m

F
w
w
w

Marking

TEOUS

FIG. 15

behind it . The detent l rests between the teeth of the ratchet,

while the pawlm , connected to the feed-lever n normally

engages one of the teeth on the ratchet.

31. The transmitter is provided with an auto stop, which

is shown in Fig. 16 at c . It is simply a lever underneath which

the perforated tape passes and when the tape becomes taut it

lifts the lever and opens the circuit of the transmitter magnet.
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A mechanical stop is also provided by means of which the

operation of the transmitter may be controlled. When the

lever o, Fig . 15 , is in the position shown , the transmitter is

free to operate ; when the lever is thrown past its center toward

the right, the locking pawl p is moved by its spring so that it
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Fig. 16

will engage the locking lever g, which is connected to arma

ture h , and will keep all the armature tongues against the spac

ing contacts .

TRANSMITTER OPERATION

32. Mechanical Operation.—The tape that is to be fed in

the transmitter has the appearance of the sample shown in

Fig. 17. The black dots represent perforations. The end of

the perforated tape is placed in the transmitter, Fig. 15 , in

such a way that the tape pins engage the feed holes in the tape.

Above the tape pins will be a number of perforations corre

sponding to the character punched . When the transmitter

magnet deenergizes ( this action will be explained later ) , the

tape- pin contact levers will be free to turn on their pivot e in

a clockwise direction , and if a perforation occurs in the tape

directly above any lever, that lever will turn so that its pin

will pass through the perforation and its contact tongue a will

come in contact with its marking stop. For the letter A, for

instance , the first two levers would be turned and the first two

contact tongues would be against their marking contacts, while

the three remaining levers would remain against their spacing

contacts .

When the transmitter magnet again energizes , its armature

forces the extensions g of the tape -pin contact levers to the
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left , removing the operated tape pins

from their perforations and restoring

all contact tongues to their normal

positions , that is , against the spacing

stops . The feed-lever n has also an

extension resting against the armature

of the transmitter magnet. When,

therefore , the plunger of the electro

magnet forces the armature outwards,

the lower extension of the feed -lever

moves with the armature. Since the

feed-lever is also pivoted at e , when

the lower extension of the lever moves

toward the left, the horizontal arm n

will move downwards and with it the

pawl m. The pawl engages a tooth

a ratchet mounted on the same

shaft as the feed-wheel , hence when

the lever n moves downwards, pawl m

turns the ratchet and with it the feed

wheel k. The feed -wheel thus moves

the tape above it to the next set of

perforations.
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33. Transmitter Circuits. The

manner in which the transmitter mag

net i, Fig. 15 , is periodically energized

and deenergized is shown diagram

matically in Fig. 16. The cams a and

b are mounted on the same sleeve as

the transmitting distributor. Inside

this sleeve is the extension of the shaft

of the distributor motor . Normally ,

the sleeve rotates with the shaft and

with it the cams a and b . When the

tape is slack between the perforator

and the transmitter, the auto-stop

lever c is in the position shown and
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the start magnet d will be energized. If the tape becomes taut

the lever c rises and opens contact e, interrupting the current

through the coils of the start magnet d. The armature of

magnet d will be released and stop the rotation of cam b, and

with it that of the sleeve on which cam a and the distributor

brushes are mounted.

The transmitter-magnet cam a , as it revolves, periodically

opens the circuit of the transmitter magnet f ( i, Fig. 15 ) , by

moving the lever g to the left. When the upper extension of

the lever is within the notch in the cam, contact h is closed and

the magnet is energized ; at all other times the circuit of the

magnet is broken at h. The switch i may be also used to open

the circuit of the transmitter magnet.

34. Summary of Transmitter Action . - Briefly stated , the

action of the transmitter may be summed up as follows : Per

forated tape is inserted so as to engage the feed-wheel k , Fig . 15 .

As the cam a , Fig . 16 , rotates , the lever g is moved outwards ,

the contact at h is broken , and the transmitter magnet f is

deenergized . The same magnet shown at i, Fig. 15 , when deen

ergized , releases the levers d , and permits those over whose

tape-pin extensions are perforations in the tape to swing on

their pivot e, and bring their tongue contacts to the marking

stops c. As the cam a , Fig. 16 , rotates, the notch in its periph

ery again comes into such position that the lever g is moved

to the right, closing contact h and hence the circuit of the trans

mitter magnet f. Referring again to Fig. 15 , the magnetiza

tion of the transmitter magnet forces the plunger rod j against

the armature h. The armature, in turn , swings all the tape

pin levers to normal ; all the contact tongues rest for an instant

against the spacing stops , and all the tape pins are down.

During this interval the feed-lever n is also turned , so that the

pawl m rotates the feed ratchet , and hence the tape wheel , one

tooth . This action brings the next set of perforations oppo

site the tape pins . This cycle of operations continues as long

as tape is available and as long as the distributor shaft rotates ;

it is here presumed that the device is not mechanically or elec

trically opened elsewhere .
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MORKRUM DISTRIBUTOR

TRANSMITTING DISTRIBUTOR

35. A Morkrum transmitting distributor, or commutator,

is shown in Fig. 18 connected in circuit with the transmitter .

The transmitting distributor wheel consists essentially of two

rings, one solid and the other segmented , over both of which a
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brush , mounted on the sleeve of the operating motor shaft ,

sweeps. The segments marked 1 to 5 are connected to simi

larly numbered contact tongues in the transmitter. The solid

ring of the distributor connects with the line . As the brush

arm revolves , it connects the segments consecutively to the

solid ring, and hence to the line. The current impulses applied

to the contact tongues will , therefore, be successively impressed

on the devices at the distant station . Segment a is connected

to the marking battery while segment b is not connected to a

battery. This arrangement is used to control the starting and

stopping of the receiver brush at the distant end .
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36. When only one battery polarity is used for the oper

ation of the printer system , as is indicated in Fig. 18 , the mark

ing stops of the transmitter are connected to the battery, while

the spacing stops have no battery connection . In this case ,

current is supplied to the line only during those brief intervals

when the commutator brush passes over segments that are at

that instant connected to operated contact tongues. Segment a,

in this case , is wired to a battery, while segment b has no bat

tery connection. All marking signals are , therefore, brief cur

rent impulses, and all spacing signals are determined by the

absence of current. All the other connections of Fig. 18 are

the same as in Fig. 16.

RECEIVING DISTRIBUTOR

37. At the distant end of the line another distributor is

used , and this distributor must operate in synchronism with

d
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that at the transmitting end . The segmented ring of the

receiving distributor differs somewhat from the ring of the

sending distributor wheel. As indicated in Fig. 19, the dis

tributor wheel a is made up of eleven segments. The short
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segments marked 1 to 5 are wired to coils of their printer mag

nets. The rather long segment 6 is wired to the sixth-pulse

contacts , which control the operation of the printer. No

attempt is here made to explain the operation of the printer

mechanism ; the action of the printer magnets and of the sixth

pulse contacts will be considered in connection with printers .

The solid ring of the receiving distributor is connected to the

marking stop of the line relay b . The brush arm of the dis

tributor, the start-magnet cam c, and the stop cam d are all

mounted on the sleeve of a rotating motor shaft. The start

magnet is shown at e .

>

38. When the brushes at the sending station start rotat

ing from segment a, Fig. 18 , an impulse will be sent to operate

relay b, Fig. 19, at the receiving station. When the brushes

of Fig. 18 reach segment b, no current will be sent to the line,

hence relay b, Fig. 19, will demagnetize and its armature, on

coming in contact with its back , or spacing, stop completes a

circuit from battery B, through the armature and spacing stop

of relay b, through contact f and the coils of the start mag

net e, to the ground. This energizes the start magnet, the

armature of which is thereupon removed from the slot in the

start cam , which releases both cams and the brush arm. These

three devices start rotating. Cam c opens contact f and hence

the circuit of magnet e. The armature of magnet e rises but

does not now stop the cam d from rotating, because it slides on

the periphery of the cam. The character impulses now com

ing to the line relay will be diverted to the proper segments of

the distributor , and from the segments to the printer magnets.

The impulse coming from segment a, Fig. 18, causes the arma

ture of line relay b, Fig. 19, to come to the marking stop. This

sends a current impulse through segment 6 to the sixth -pulse

contacts , and since the arm of cam c now rests in the groove,

contact f will be made ; the circuit of magnet e, however, is

still broken at the line relay . After a little further movement

of the cams , the armature of magnet e will engage the notch

in the stop-cam d and this cam and the other devices mounted

on the same sleeve will stop rotating until the revolving brushes

>
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of the transmitter, Fig. 18, reach segment b and the armature

of relay b, Fig. 19, is released ; whereupon the cycle of opera

tions is repeated .

DISTRIBUTOR MECHANISM

39. General Assembly . When transmitting and receiv

ing of printer impulses is done at one station , the distributor

shown in Fig. 20 is usually used. Both the receiving and the

transmitting wheels form parts of the same unit , and their

brushes are rotated by the same motor. The driving gear, or

FIG. 20

pinion, a is attached to the motor shaft and rotates with it . In

mesh with the pinion are the two operating gears b and c,

which turn the brush arms on the distributor wheels d and e.

The thumbscrew for regulating the position of the receiver

brushes is shown at f. The shaft of gear b is shown stripped

of some of its apparatus, and the start magnets are not shown.

Viewing the apparatus mounted on the shaft of gear c will give

one an idea of how the apparatus mounted on the shaft of

gear b should appear.

40. Friction Clutch and Stop-Cam.-Mounted on a sleeve

of the shaft of gear c, Fig. 20 , is the stop - cam g, which is con
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trolled by the armature of the start magnet . On the right of

the stop -cam g is the friction clutch h , which disengages the

sleeve on which the distributor brushes are mounted whenever

the stop -cam is held by its magnet ; and when the stop-cam is

released the clutch again permits the brushes to rotate .

h

-a

o

aT
h
e

( a )

Fig. 21

Detailed construction of the stop-cam and friction clutch is

shown in Fig. 21. In view (a ) , Fig. 21 , are shown in cross

section the portions of the cam , the clutch , and the operating

gear above the shaft . The gear is shown at a, Fig. 21 (a ) , the

clutch at b , and the stop-cam at c . The gear a is mounted

firmly on the shaft d. The shoe holder e of clutch b is also

attached to the shaft, while the friction drum f is mounted on

the sleeve g. The cam c as well as the distributor brushes are

also mounted on the sleeve.

41. The shoe holder e, Fig. 21 (a ) , is shown in detail in

view ( b ) . It consists of a metal ring with four radial slots .

In each slot is fitted a block of wood, or shoe a, above which is

a spring b . This spring causes this block of wood, or shoe, to

press against the friction drum c . The shoe is prevented from

coming out by the cover h, view ( a ) , directly in front of it .

The, shoe holder e, view (a ) , being attached to the gear a,

revolves with the gear and when the cam c is not engaged by

the armature of the start magnet, the pressure of the wooden

shoe on the friction drum causes the drum f and the other appa

ratus mounted on the sleeve of the shaft to rotate with the

drum . When, however, the cam c is engaged by the armature
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of the start magnet, the friction drum does not rotate ; the

shoes in the shoe holder then simply glide over its surface.

The above explanation applies to both the receiving and the

transmitting commutators.

1

MORKRUM TYPEWHEEL PRINTER

PRINTER MECHANISM

42. Selecting Magnets and Interference Plates.—Four of

the five printer magnets, usually called selecting magnets,

Fig. 19, are so arranged that their armatures control four inter

ference plates . This refers to magnets 1 , 2, 3, and 5 ; the

fourth magnet performs a different function . The action of

one such selecting magnet may be understood by considering

Fig . 22. The selecting magnet is shown at a , and the inter

>

1

0

Jiao

im

d

FIG. 22

ference plate , at b . Each interference plate has a series of

irregular notches on its edge , and also a combination of holes ;

the position of the notches and holes is different with each

plate. The four plates are mounted on a shaft c, and each

may be rotated on the shaft independent of the other plates.

Directly below the interference plate b is another shaft d carry

ing a small lever e the upper portion of which engages a pin f
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on the edge of the plate. Attached to the same shaft d and to

lever e is another lever g, the spring in the lower portion of

which tends to rotate the interference plate in a counter -clock

wise direction. In line with the screw extension of the lever g

is a trip rod h . The right-hand end of the trip rod is normally

held by the trigger i against the tension of spring j. When

the selecting magnet receives a current impulse through its

windings , its plunger strikes the trigger, which releases the trip

rod ; the latter plunging against the screw head on lever g moves

lever e to the left and rotates the interference plate in a clock

Ameamet

d

Fig. 23

wise direction . The interference plate retains its operated

position until the reset magnet k operates, when its armature

moves the trip rod h to the right into engagement with the trig

ger i. The spring in the lower extension of lever g is then

free to act, and through lever e turns the interference plate to

its original position.

43. Selecting Mechanism . - The four interference plates,

one of which is shown at b, Fig. 22 , are shown mounted in

position at a, Fig. 23. On the right of the interference plates a

is a drum carrying a number of stop-pins b . The drum rests

on two horizontal shafts c and is free to slide with the stop-pins
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on these two shafts . When certain of the interference plates

have been rotated , an alinement of holes will be formed oppo

site either one or two of the stop-pins b. Then when the drum

magnet d is energized , its plunger strikes the lever e, the upper

portion of which strikes the drum and moves it to the left .

The stop -pins that are opposite an alinement of holes will pass

through the holes , the ends of the pins projecting on the oppo

site side of the plates . Where no holes are opposite any of the

stop - pins, those stop-pin will also move to the left but will

project from the right-hand end of the drum against the ten

sion of their respective springs.

a

ei

I
U

HUMOWY

Fig. 24

On the face of the first interference plate is an index arm f

that is free to rotate over the face of the plate between the two

projecting stop-pins. These two stop -pins therefore limit the

extent of rotation of the index arm. In case of letters, there

will be two sets of holes in alinement ; in case of functions

there will be but one set of holes in alinement and one set of

notches alined on the rim of the plates. The notches on the

rim of the plates, when properly alined , close contacts the

springs of which are mounted directly above the drum as shown

at g .

44. The manner in which the index arm f, Fig. 23 , is

rotated over the face of the first interference plate is indicated
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in Fig. 24. The interference plates a are here set for the

extreme rotation of the index arm b, which is here shown

against one of the extreme rotation stops . When in either one

or the other extreme position, the arm b prepares the printing

mechanism for the letters J and Z. The index arm b is mounted

on a square gear-shaft c. On the same shaft is also mounted

a pinion d, the teeth of which mesh with the teeth of the seg

ment e.
The segment e and the rotator-shaft lever f are

mounted on another shaft g. The solenoids h and i determine

the direction of rotation of segment e . When solenoid i operi

ates , as shown , its plunger turns the lower extension of the

shaft lever f clockwise . Since the segment e is mounted on

the same shaft g, it will rotate so as to turn the pinion d and

the index arm b in a counter-clockwise direction . When the

index arm reaches a stop, the solenoid is not able to turn it any

farther. When solenoid h operates , the segment c will be rotated

counter-clockwise and the index arm clockwise. Whether the

solenoid h or i operates is determined by the fourth selecting

magnet, which, instead of controlling an interference plate,

determines the direction of rotation of segment e, by energiz

ing either solenoid h or solenoid i.

45. Rotating the Typewheel. — The printer under consid

eration has a small wheel on which are the letters of the alpha

bet, numerals, and punctuation marks. The typewheela,

Fig. 25 , has two rows of characters ; the upper row containing

the letters of the alphabet, and the lower row , numerals, punc

tuation marks, etc. The typewheel is fastened to one end of

a shaft b, which has a universal joint at c . On the lower end

of the shaft is a bevel gear d , which meshes with a sliding bevel

gear e on the shaft f. The pinion g, segment h, rotator shaft i,

rotator- shaft lever j, and the rotator solenoids k and l perform

the functions described in connection with Fig. 24. When

either one of the rotator solenoids is energized, its plunger

turns the lever j and shaft i, and with the shaft also the seg

ment h. The segment h meshes with the pinion g on the gear

shaft f on which is also mounted the index arm and the sliding

bevel gear e. The shaft f, therefore , turns and with it the
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index arm and the sliding bevel gear e . The bevel gear d being

in mesh with the gear e, turns the typewheel shaft b and also

the typewheel a. This rotation continues until the index arm

is stopped by a projecting pin on the interference plates. This

stops the rotation of the typewheel, and the position it then

assumes is the correct one for printing a letter or other

character.

46. The typewheel shaft b, Fig. 25 , has a sleeve m that

turns with the shaft but has an independent vertical move

a

n

m

2

d

Fig . 25

ment . Owing to this sleeve the typewheel may be raised so as

print in upper-case characters . The centering wheel n, in

connection with the centering lever o , determines the true print

ing position of the typewheel for any given character. This

lever enters the proper notch in the centering wheel when the

typewheel moves forwards toward the paper on the platen .

Because of the universal joint , the typewheel may be moved

forwards in any position . In front of the typewheel is an inker

wheel , which, when the typewheel moves forwards, rolls over

the type and inks the proper characters. The inker wheel is

4848
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moved out of position by the time the typewheel reaches the

paper.

47. Striker Mechanism . - In Fig. 26, the typewheel is

shown in the correct position for printing. The two bevel

gears by means of which the typewheel is rotated are shown

at a. On a square shaft h

similar to that on which

the lower sliding bevel gear

is mounted, is a sliding

lever c. When this shaft

is turned clockwise by its

solenoid , the striker lever o

through the link d rotates

the striker casting e on the

pivot screw f, thus throw

ing the typewheel against

the plateng. The center

ing wheel h and the center

ing lever i, as has been ex

plained , bring the type

wheel to the correct print

ing position. The center

ing wheel has a notch for

every letter on the typewheel, so that there is a notch under

neath every letter.

48. Carriage Movements . - In the Morkrum typewheel

printer , the paper on which the message is printed has only a

vertical movement, that is , it is moved from one line to another.

To print the various characters, therefore, it is necessary to

move the typewheel in a horizontal direction . The carriage

carrying the typewheel mechanism is shown at p, Fig. 25. It

it free to slide on the shafts q and f. The bevel gear e slides

with the rest of the typewheel equipment.

The spacing between letters and words is accomplished by

means of the apparatus shown in Fig. 27. On the carriage a

are two pawls, one of which is shown at b, which are normally

pressed down in the notches of two saw -toothed racks c and d

Fig. 26
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E by the spring e . The rack c is movable in the direction of its

length , while rack d is stationary . Engaging the movable rack c

is a spacer lever f, which is turned counter-clockwise by the

plunger rod of the spacer magnet g when the spacer magnet is

energized. The spring h rotates the lever clockwise , when

magnet g is demagnetized. The spacer lever f when turned

counter-clockwise moves the rack c a short distance to the left

so that pawl b engages the following tooth on its edge . When,

under the action of spring h, the spacer lever is rotated in a

clockwise direction , it moves rack c to the right . Pawl b being

set in a notch in the rack c, moves the carriage a the distance

of one tooth . The pawl directly behind pawl b, on the sta

a a

n . 10
O

OOOOOOO

M

DOOR

h Lawwily be

FIG. 27

tionary rack d, holds the new position of the carriage until the

spacer magnet g is again energized , then deenergized, and the

movable rack advances the carriage to the next position .

49. To return the carriage to its starting position , the

mechanism shown in Fig. 28 is used. When under the influ

ence of magnet g , Fig. 27, the carriage a had been moving

gradually to the right, it drew with it a cord, one end of which
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was winding a spring a, Fig. 28 , as the carriage progressed.

In connection with the toothed bars is another bar called the

carriage-return bar b which, when lifted , disengages the pawls

from the notches in the two toothed bars , and the carriage

under the influence of spring a is free to return to its normal

starting position. The carriage-return bar is raised by the

armature of the carriage-return solenoid c.

The duration of current through the windings of the car

riage -return solenoid c is very brief , and to permit the carriage

to return to its starting position even though the carriage

chhu

b

a

am
la
mo

100

C

FIG. 28

return solenoid should deenergize, a pawl d on the movable

spacer rack is provided to hold the return bar raised for a

longer period of time. This pawl engages a stud in the car

riage-return bar when the carriage- return solenoid operates,

and holds the return bar in its extreme upper position until the

carriage has returned to its starting position and a current

impulse is sent through the spacer magnet g, Fig. 27. This

current impulse operates the movable rack and disengages the

pawl d, Fig. 28, from the pin in the carriage -return bar.

50. Line-Feed Mechanism.-To feed the paper to another

line when one line has been completed, the method indicated
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in Fig. 29 is employed. Mounted on the platen shaft outside

the platen bracket a is the platen ratchet wheel b . Engaging a

notch in the ratchet wheel b is a pawl c, which , when operated

by the plunger of the line- feed solenoid d, rotates the ratchet

and platen the distance of one tooth . The detent roll e holds

the ratchet wheel in its new position and insures even spacing.

The lever f, extending on both sides of the ratchet wheel, when

14

.

a

Q
u
w
w
w
w
w

-d

0
Fig. 29

Die

2 up on the right-hand side, regulates the feed mechanism for

one space between the lines ; when this lever is down, double

spacing obtains .
es.

he

CIRCUITS AND OPERATION OF TYPEWHEEL PRINTER

51. Circuits of Selecting Magnets. — The current impulses

coming over the line and through the coils of the line relay,

Fig . 30, are distributed by means of the rotating brushes on

the distributor to the proper selecting magnets . This action

has already been explained in connection with Fig. 19 and
d
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requires no further comment. The selecting magnets arrange

their respective interference plates a for two stop -pins in drum b

to pass through them, or to close certain function contacts by

the notches in the periphery of the plates. The sixth-pulse

contacts close when any of the selecting magnets are operated.

The fourth-pulse contacts close whenever the fourth selecting

magnet is energized.

52. Printing Circuits. — Upon the energization of one or

more selecting magnets, Fig. 30, the sixth-pulse contacts close ,

completing a circuit from the sixth segment on the distributor

through the left -hand winding of the sixth - pulse relay to ground.

The relay closes its contacts and completes several circuits. Cur

rent to all these circuits is supplied by battery B through the

mechanical main break, and the armature of the main-break

relay to the front contact of the sixth-pulse relay . From the

armature of the sixth - pulse relay one circuit extends through

both windings of the same relay to the ground, which locks

the relay in position. Another circuit is completed through the

drum magnet, which forces the proper stop - pins through the

interference plates. And still another circuit leads to the right

rotator magnet through the right-hand armature and back con

tact of the fourth-pulse relay . If the fourth selecting magnet

had operated, the fourth-pulse relay would have been closed ,

and the circuit of the left rotator magnet would have been

completed instead of the right. The fourth-pulse relay receives

current through the front contact of the sixth -pulse relay and

the back contact of the print relay.

53. With the operation of the drum magnet , Fig. 30, the

drum-switch contacts close, creating a path for current from the

grounded terminal of the reset magnet, drum switch, back con

tact and left -hand armature of the print relay, to the armature

and battery contact of the sixth - pulse relay. The reset con

tacts close the circuit including the print relay. Both arma

tures of the print relay are attracted . The left-hand armature,

in leaving its back contact, breaks the continuity of the reset

magnet circuit, but the print relay remains energized by cur

rent passing from battery B, through the armature of the sixth
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pulse relay and the right-hand armature and winding of the

print relay to the ground . The left-hand armature of the print

relay , in contact with its front stop , begins the action of the

striker and spacer magnets, the circuit of which it closes . These

magnets perform their respective functions ; the spacer magnet

begins the movement of the carriage by moving the movable

space bar, while the striker magnet causes the typewheel to

strike the paper. The striker magnet, when energized, also

operates the mechanical main break, which cuts off battery B

from the printer circuits , and, therefore, reduces all devices

to their normal condition.

54. Function Circuits and Performance. The prelimi

nary setting up of the interference plates a, Fig. 30, takes place,

whether the received signals are for printing or function opera

tion . Besides forcing the proper stop - pins through the interfer

ence plates, the drum magnet, in the case of functions, permits

of closing the function contacts that are above a series of

notches in the plates . In the case of line- feed contacts, for

instance, upon receiving the proper signal these contacts close

the circuit of the line- feed magnet. This circuit extends from

the grounded terminal of the line- feed magnet , through the

line-feed contacts , left-hand winding of the cut-out relay, and

left-hand armature of the fourth-pulse relay to the armature

and battery contact at the sixth -pulse relay. The line- feed

magnet moves the paper to a new line. The cut-out relay

closes the main-break relay. The main-break relay in oper

ating opens the battery circuit and restores all relays and mag

nets to their original condition . The typewheel rotates for

every character and function ; in the case of functions, how

ever, the main -break relay prevents the operation of the

striker magnet, and the typewheel does not reach the paper.

The execution of the other functions is similar to that described

above . The tie-up lamp flashes while the printer is operating.

If the lamp flashes and the printer does not operate it is an

indication that some of the printer mechanism has failed to

function properly.
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MORKRUM TYPE-BAR PRINTER

FOREWORD

55. The Morkrum type-bar printer is essentially an elec

tro -mechanical device that automatically prints the received

message
in page form by means of type bars . Most of its

operations are mechanical . The electric impulses correspond

ing to characters and functions are directed to five selector

magnets by means of a distributor wheel . A sixth -pulse mag

net is also used. The operation of the sixth -pulse magnet

starts the rotation of a shaft, with various cams distributed

along its length. The cams perform the functions associated

with the printing of a letter or a character. The type-bar

printer is adapted for single operation or duplex operation, or

it may even be used in multiplex systems . It is operated on

the basis of the five -unit code , the sixth or starting impulse

being applied locally.

SELECTING MECHANISM

56. The selecting mechanism of the Morkrum type-bar

printer consists of five electromagnets, one of which is shown

at a, Fig. 31. Each of the selector magnets controls the oper

ation of a code bar similar to that shown at b . The windings

of each of the selector magnets a are connected to their respec

tive segments on the receiving distributor, and as the brushes

on the receiving distributor rotate , current impulses are sent

through the windings of the proper selector magnets .

When one of the magnets a is energized , its armature forces

a plunger against the upper extension of a selector latch c,

rotating it counter-clockwise . A notch in the lower extension

of the selector latch normally engages a selector lever d, so

that when the latch is rotated , the selector lever under the

influence of a tension spring also turns counter-clockwise . In

the path of the upper extension of the selector lever is the code

bar b, which is moved a short distance to the left when the

selector lever d is released.
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57. Above the code bar b, Fig. 31 , is the main shaft e of

the printer. Only two cams are shown mounted on it, but , as

will be explained later, more cams are required to perform the

functions following the selection of a character. The code-bar

lock cam f normally forces down one end of the code-bar lock

lever g, which permits the code bars below the lock lever to be

moved freely. When the shaft e is turned, cam f releases the

lock lever g , the left-hand extension of which is then free to

enter the notches in the operated or the unoperated code bars.

The lock lever g will engage the notches on the right of the

operated code bars and the notches on the left of the unoper

ated code bars.

The reset cam h, as the name implies, resets the selector

lever d and its latch c, so that while the printing action for one

character is taking place in the printer, another combination

may be set up by the selector magnets . Cam h turns with

shaft e . When the printer actions begin and the shaft starts

rotating, cam h permits the selector -lever reset bail i to turn on

its shaft under the influence of a tension spring. As the reset

bail i rotates , an extension in its lower portion engages the

selector lever d and forces it into engagement with its latch c .

58. In multiplex operation the armature ; of the sixth

pulse magnet , Fig. 31 , is normally locked in its unoperated

position by the cut-out lever k . The bail I, the lower end of

which rests over the selector levers d, is moved up when any

of the selector levers operate . This action causes the cut-out

lever k to rotate a short distance on its pivot so that the lower

extension of the lever k is brought out of engagement with the

armature of the sixth -pulse magnet . The armature is then

free to be attracted by the sixth-pulse magnet. It has been

mentioned that the sixth impulse is applied locally, and even

though no selector levers were operated, if the receiving dis

tributor operated, a sixth impulse would operate the sixth-pulse

magnet, causing an unnecessary operation of the printer. With

the cut-out lever in position, no action can take place unless

the selector bars are operated.
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TYPEWRITER SHAFT

59. Cams.-The shaft on which the various operating

cams are located is shown in Fig. 32. At a is shown the code

bar lock cam , the action of which is to operate the code-bar

lock lever shown at g, Fig. 31. The spacer

cam b, Fig. 32 , controls the spacing mecha

010000000 10000000019 nism of the printer , causing the typewriter

carriage to move to the next printing posi

tion. Next follow the striker-bail cam c,

the safety cam d, and the depressing cam e ;

their functions will be explained later . The

action of the reset cam f has already been

explained in connection with Fig . 31 , where

it is shown at h. The clutch throw-out

resetting cam g, Fig. 32 , resets the clutch

throw-out lever, latching it against the sixth
ΑΙΘΙ

pulse armature. The clutch throw-out lever

in combination with other mechanism stops

and starts the rotation of the printer shaft

by disconnecting or connecting it with the

driving sleeve .
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60. Clutch . — The shaft is rotated by a

motor that is coupled through a pinion to

the gear h , Fig. 32. A sleeve i attached to

gear h rotates with it . Another sleeve i

attached to the printer shaft has ratchet

teeth on the edge toward the sleeve i which

are in mesh with similar ratchet teeth on

the latter sleeve when the sleeves i and j

are forced together . When these teeth

mesh , the printer shaft rotates.

The sleeve j has on its left-hand side four tongues, one being

shown at k, which fit into grooves or collars l on the right-hand

side of cam g . This arrangement permits the sleeve j to be

moved in or out of engagement with sleeve i without changing

the relative locations of the other parts. The compression
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spring tends to hold sleeve j against sleeve i, and it is only

when sleeve j is forcibly moved to the left that the printer

shaft is stopped from rotating.

SIXTH-PULSE MAGNET

61. The actions accompanying the operation of the sixth

pulse magnet may be explained more clearly with the aid of

Fig. 33. The coils of the sixth-pulse magnet a , view ( a ) , are

at first considered to be deenergized and the other devices in

their inactive positions. The cut-out lever b is shown in its

normal position of interference . The screw at its lower end

presses against the lower extension of the armature c of the

sixth-pulse magnet a, which, in turn , holds the clutch throw

cut lever d in its depressed position .

When a selector lever d, Fig. 31 , operates , the bail 1 and the

cut-out lever k are moved so that the screw at the lower end

of the cut-out lever , designated by the reference letter b in

Fig. 33 (a) , is rotated a short distance and is then out of inter

ference with the extension of the armature c . The coils of the

sixth-pulse magnet a are momentarily energized by current

from a local battery when the distributor brushes pass over

the sixth segment on the receiving distributor wheel. The

armature c is attracted to the poles of the magnet a, and its

lower extension releases the clutch throw-out lever d, which,

under the influence of its retractile spring, is raised out of con

tact with a projection on the driven-clutch sleeve , thus permit

ting the compression spring e to unite the driven-clutch sleeve f

with the driving -clutch sleeve g. The printer shaft then begins

rotating.

The rotation of the shaft continues until the throw-out lever d

is again brought into engagement with the projection on the

driven-clutch sleeve f. The manner in which this is accom

plished is shown in view ( b ) . A roller h in contact with the

resetting cam i, rolls over the cam as the shaft rotates . The

frame on which the roller h is mounted is an extension of

lever d. When the elevated portion of the cam i is brought

under the roller, the lever d is rotated in a counter-clockwise
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direction about its pivot until the tip of the lever d is latched

in a notch in the extension of the sixth-pulse armature c,

é

( a )

G
e
r

( 6 )

Fig. 33

view (a ) , which had been released by the magnet a shortly

after the printer shaft started to rotate. The armature c anci
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the lever d are again engaged as shown in view (a) . The

lever d is then held down toward the shaft so that as rotation

progresses the projection on the shaft will engage the lever .

62. The portion of lever d , Fig. 33 ( b ) , that is adapted

to stop the rotation of the sleeve f is shown in Fig. 33 ( c ) .

It will be seen that at one end of the lever is a V-shaped groove ;

this groove is directly over the rotated sleeve f, views (a ) and

( b ) . At a certain portion of the revolution of the sleeve f a

small projection on the sleeve enters this groove. This pro

jection first strikes one of the side walls of the groove. As

the sleeve rotates farther, the projection moves along the wall

of the groove gradually disconnecting the sleeve f from the

sleeve g. Then when the projection is at the apex of the

groove the sleeves are disconnected and the rotation of sleeve f

is stopped. This cycle of operations is repeated for every let

ter that is to be printed , and for every function to be performed

by the printer.

1

>

OPERATING A TYPE BAR

63. Action of Depressing Cam . — In the Morkrum type

bar printer, each type bar a , Fig. 34 (a ) , is mechanically con

nected through two links to its individual push bar b. The

push bar passes under the five code bars c . It should be

remembered that there are many more push bars below the

code bars. There is a push bar for every type bar and for

every function . The right-hand ends of all the push bars are

normally depressed by bail d so that the code bars c are free

to be arranged by their respective selector magnets. The

depressing bail d is mechanically connected by means of link e

to the depressing bail rocker f. The bail rocker is mounted

on a stationary shaft g. An extension of the rocker f has a

roller h , which rolls over the depressing cam i on the printer

shaft j.

64. The action of the depressing cam may be seen more

clearly in Fig. 34 ( 6 ) . The reference letters refer to the same

devices in both views . When the main shaft j begins rotating,

the cams located along its length complete the actions of the
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printer. One of the first cams to start the printing action is

the depressing cam i. When this cam begins rotating, the

roller h slides from the elevated portion of the cam. As all

the push bars under the tension of their individual springs are

pressing against the depressing bail d and tending to force it

upwards , the movement of the roller h into the cam depression

allows the pressure to become active , and the bail rises. By

means of the link e and rocker f, this motion moves the roller h

to the bottom of the cam depression . The push bars having

risen in forcing the depressing bail upwards , one push bar over

which a series of notches has been arranged in the code bars

moves within the notches , while all the other push bars move

just up to the code bars . The selected push bar will be much

higher than the other push bars, and will , therefore, come under

the influence of the striker bail , as will be explained.

е

-

>

65. Action of Striker Cam . - As soon as the depressing bail

has performed its work, the striker cam k, Fig. 34, views (a ) and

( c ) , then begins its action. The striking apparatus in view ( c )

is shown in the same condition as in view (a ) , with the depress

ing bail still holding down the push bars . The striker bail 1

enters the notch in the selected push bar b, when the push bar

is released by the depressing bail d. The striker bail I is shown

within the notch in the selected push bar b in view ( d ) . The

three extensions of the striker bail l, view (a ) , are rigidly fast

ened to a common shaft m and rotate with it . One extension

of the bail is attached to the bail spring n, which tends to rotate

the shaft m in a clockwise direction . Another extension of

the bail enters the notch in a selected push bar. The third

extension connects the bail through the link o to the striker

bail rocker p.

66. The striker -bail rocker p , views ( a ) and ( c ) , has two

rollers 9
9 rolls over the striker cam k, while

roller r moves over the safety cam s, which is mounted to the

right of the striker cam on the printer shaft j. As the printer

shaft rotates , the depressing bail will first be released as indi

cated in view ( b ) , causing the striker bail to assume the posi

and r. Roller

484–9
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tion indicated in view ( d ) . Further rotation of the printer

shaft j brings into play the striker cam k , views ( a ) and ( c ) .

As the striker roller q reaches the groove in cam k, the striker

bail spring n will be free to rotate the striker bail I, which, as

shown in view ( d ) , pushes the selected push bar b, and raises

it more than the other push bars, to the left. The edge of the

striker bail travels through an arc, and remains in contact with

the push bar only a short time , when it disengages. The type

bar a , view ( a ) , is just started in its upward motion by the

action of the striker bail and it reaches the paper on which the

letter is to be printed of its own momentum.

67. Safety Cam.—For the printing of a letter a smaller

amount of power is required than for the performing of a

function. If the striker- bail spring were adjusted for both

the printing of letters and the performance of functions , either

the type bars would be operated too forcibly or the function

levers would not receive enough power . To compromise

between these extremes, a safety cam s , views (a ) and ( c ) ,

Fig. 34, is provided, which takes care of the additional power.

The safety cam does not perform any work in the printing of

letters or characters ; its function is to supply the additional

power necessary in the performance of functions such as line

feed, figures, letters, etc. The push bars for the above men

tioned functions have small projections directly above the

grooves in which the striker bail enters , and the push bars

remain in contact with the bail and are not disengaged the same

as the push bars for the printing operations. The striker-bail

spring, in the case of functions , simply begins the moving

action of the function push bar ; the action is completed by the

safety cam, which, on turning , forces the safety roller outwards

and turns the striker rocker in a clockwise direction, thus aid

ing the striker-bail spring to move the function push bar to

the left. Motor power is thus utilized in the performance of

functions, which assures a reliable operation of the printer.
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PRINTER FUNCTIONS

68. Automatic Spacing .- When a letter or any other

character is printed , the printer carriage is automatically moved

to the next printing position . The manner in which this action

is performed may be seen in Fig . 35. The motive power for

operating the spacing mechanism is supplied by the cam b,

Fig. 32. When the striker cam is operating the striker bail ,

the spacing cam releases its rocker , and the stud a, Fig. 35 (a) ,

is brought down by the spacer block b under the influence of a

compression spring. As the spacer block comes down, it brings,

with it the spacer feed pawl c. The feed pawl engages the next

tooth in the spacer ratchet d . The spacer ratchet d has attached

to it the spacer pinion e, the teeth of which engage teeth in the

spacer rack f on the carriage g . As soon as the striker cam

has performed its function in the printing of a letter or a char

acter , the spacer cam operates its rocker, pushing the stud a,

the spacer block b, and the spacer pawl c upwards . The

spacer pawl rotates the spacer ratchet clockwise the distance

of one tooth , until the check -pawl h drops down behind the

next tooth on the spacer ratchet. The spacer pinion e rotates

with the spacer ratchet , and moves the printer carriage to the

right and the next printing position .

Detailed construction of the spacer rocker is shown in

view ( b ) of Fig. 35. The stud shown at a corresponds with

stud a of view ( a ) . The spacer rocker, view ( 6 ) , is mountedb

on the same shaft i as the rockers of the other cams . It has

roller j, which is over the spacer cam . When a raised portion

of the spacer cam is beneath the roller j, the stud a will also

be raised and vice versa . The purpose of the extension shown

at k is to engage the spacer blocking lever I, which prevents

the operation of the spacer mechanism when other functions

are performed .

69. Action of Spacing Signal. — There is no push bar for

the spacing signal. When a space signal is sent by the distant

station, the code bar of the receiving printer corresponding to

this signal is moved, releasing the armature of the sixth-pulse
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magnet. When the sixth-pulse magnet operates , the printer

shaft turns , and the various cams perform their functions .

The spacer cam in its turn operates the spacer mechanism, mov

ing the carriage the distance of one printing space.

When functions other than space are to be performed the

cut-out mechanism shown in Fig. 35 is brought into operation.

The cut-out mechanism consists of a blocking lever I mounted

on the push-bar guide m , and the rocker extension k . The

function push bars are in the slots in the push - bar guide m

under the left -hand extension of the lever l. The operation of

a function push bar lifts the left-hand extension of lever 1, and

the right-hand extension of the lever is brought down in the

path of the spacer-rocker extension k . When the spacer cam

allows the stud a to move downwards, the lever 1 blocks it by

now being in the way of the movement of the extension k .

This prevents the pawl c from engaging the next tooth on the

spacer ratchet, and when the raised portion of the spacer cam

begins to raise the roller, the stud a rises , but the pawl c, not

having engaged a new tooth, completes its travel without caus

ing spacing. As soon as the desired function has been per

formed the lever 1 is released , and the spacer mechanism is

free to act in the usual manner.

70. Carriage Return . — As the carriage g, Fig. 35 , was

being moved to the right ( looking at the back of the printer )

by the spacer pinion e in mesh with the spacer rack f, it drew

a tape, part of which was wound on the spring drum n, wind

ing a clock spring within the drum. When the carriage reaches

a position from which it is desired to return it to the beginning

of a line , as indicated in Fig. 36, where the carriage happens

to be at the extreme right of the line , the carriage-return

mechanism operates and the carriage will be returned to its

starting position on the left. The carriage-return mechanism

is released by the operation of the carriage- return push bar a,

Fig. 36. This push bar has no projection at its end near the

striker bail b . When, however, the carriage-return push bar a

enters the notches in the code bars , it turns the latch c counter

clockwise. The horizontal bar d is thus released and turns
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upwards , owing to the action of a spring. In its movement,

it lifts bar e , which presses against one extension of the bell

crank f. The other extension of the bell-crank connects with

the carriage- return lever g. The bell-crank f is rotated on its

pivot and moves the carriage-return lever g to the right. The

lever is attached to the pawl-release cam h, and as the lever g

moves to the right the cam rotates in a clockwise direction and

its rim moves against a pin on the spacer feed -pawl i and a pin

on the spacer -check pawl j, thus disengaging these pawls from

their notches in the spacer ratchet k . The carriage then is free

to return to its starting position.

71. To restore the carriage-return mechanism, an exten

sion 1, Fig . 36 , of the striker -bail frame is brought into play.

As the striker bail moves forwards , the extension I presses

down on the lever d until it engages with the latch c . The

restoring action of the carriage- return mechanism follows

shortly after its release, and if other means were not provided

the carriage would not be released long enough to return to its

starting position . The cam-latch m engages a projection n on

the release cam h when the release cam has been rotated to its

active position by the lever g. The latch m does not release

from the projection n until the spacer feed - pawl i is moved

downwards by the movement of the spacer block b , Fig. 35 (a ) ,

at the time of the next spacer operation. The cam - latch m,

Fig. 36, is then disengaged by a pin bearing on the side of its

V-shaped slot, and the pawls i and j are brought into contact

with the teeth on the ratchet wheel . It will be noted that the

spacer feed -pawl is not brought down until a character is to be

printed , which insures sufficient time for the carriage to reach

the starting position . The carriage may be manually returned

to its initial position by operating the lever g by means of the

push button shown at o .

72. Line Feed. The paper on which the telegraph mes

sage is printed is placed in position on a platen a, Fig. 37, the

same as in an ordinary typewriter. To move the paper from

one line of printing to another it is necessary to turn the

platen a sufficiently for the letters on the type bars to strike one
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or more spaces below the line on which printing was previously

performed. The line - feed mechanism is operated by a push

bar b selected in the usual manner. When the striker bail c

strikes the projection on the push bar, lever d will be rotated

counter -clockwise. The upper portion of lever d is notched

and engages a pin in

lever e . Lever e is also

pivoted and is rotated

clockwise by the action

of lever d. A pawl f in

the upper extension of

lever e engages a notch

in the lining ratchet g,

and when lever e is

turned clockwise, pawl f

turns the ratchet, and

with it the platen, the

distance of one tooth in

a counter -clockwise

direction.

The striker bail c is in

contact with the projec

tion on the push bar

throughout the entire

operation of the line- feed
6

mechanism. The safety

cam in this case aids in

supplying the power re

quired to turn the platen .

When the striker bail is

released, the levers return to their original position under the

influence of their retractile springs. The detent h holds the

platen in the correct position for printing while pawl f is mov

ing back to engage the next tooth in the lining ratchet.

a

Fig. 37

73. Letter Shift and Figure Shift. — In its normal con

dition, the Morkrum type -bar printer will print the letters of

the alphabet. For printing figures, numbers, etc. , or perform>
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ing the functions that share their operation with another push

bar, it is necessary to shift the type basket so that either another

portion of the type bar will strike the paper or, as in the case

of functions , stop the operation of the type bar and allow

another mechanical operation to take place. In the system

under consideration , the basket containing all the type bars is

lifted when the shifting mechanism is actuated . The basket

is lifted when a figure - shift signal is received , and lowered to

its normal position by the letter- shift signal . Upon receiving

C

f

W
W
W

W

W

FIG. 38

the signal, the shift push bar a , Fig . 38, is actuated in the usual

manner and when moved by the striker bail , it rotates the shift

lever b on its pivot c, so that the extension of the lever lifts

the type-bar basket d. The basket is locked in its raised posi

tion by the latch e . In this position the printer will print

figures, and other characters listed under the figure shift .

To return the printer to its normal printing of letters , the

letter - shift signal is sent, which operates the release push bar f.

This bar , when moved to the left by the striker bail , releases

latch e and permits the type basket to be lowered to its normal

position. In this position the printer will print letters .
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14. Bell Mechanism . There are two ways of operating

the bell signal . The usual method is by the same signal com

bination as the letter J or any other letter arranged for this

purpose, preceded by the shift signal. When the system is

operated as a start-stop system, and the cut-out lever k, Fig. 31 ,

is not used , the blank signal may be used to operate the bell.

When the bell is to be operated by the first method, the

figure -shift signal is first sent to lift the type basket to the

figure -shift position . When in this position , the push bar that

is associated with both the letter - signal and the bell- signal com

bination will not operate a type bar, but will ring the bell .

In the second method, no code bars are operated, but when

the sixth impulse is received , and the sixth - pulse magnet oper

ated , the push bars will be released by the depressing bail of

the printer, and one of them enters a series of notches in the

code bars . This series of notches is formed by the normal

layout of the printer . The push bar operates in the usual man

ner, but instead of operating a type -bar it moves a lever con

necting to the bell hammer that strikes the bell .

MULTIPLEX OPERATION OF MORKRUM PRINTERS

75. The methods here described for the operation of

Morkrum printers refer to simplex operation . However, both

the systems here given may be operated duplex or even multi

plex when suitable additional apparatus is provided. In the

duplex system where one line wire is used for both transmit

ting and receiving, the system is operated as a start-stop system .

The impulses required for the operation of the printer are

controlled entirely by the impulses received from the transmit

ting station . The starting and stopping mechanism , as well as

the setting up of the code bars is entirely independent of local

control .

In multiplex operation, where a constantly rotating distrib

utor is used , the printer magnets are connected to the segments

on the distributor , the starting sixth impulse being applied

locally after the code combination for a letter or a function has
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been received. No changes are required in the printer itself,

the main change being in the receiving distributor , which picks

out the proper impulses not only for this one printer but for

two or three others that may be connected to it .

Multiplex operation of printers has already been explained in

a preceding Section , and requires no further explanation here .

The printer is simply connected to the multiplex apparatus in

the usual manner , and it will operate if the multiplex apparatus

operates.

TAPE PRINTERS

MORKRUM TYPEWHEEL PRINTER

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

76. The typewheel tape printer , a development of the

Morkrum Company, is primarily an intercommunicating print

ing telegraph system . It is used principally for sending orders

or information from one department to another, especially

where a written record must be kept of all interdepartmental

transactions . For longer distances relays are used and the

printer is connected in a local circuit . Direct transmission is

employed ; that is , when a key on the keyboard is depressed, a

series of impulses that actuate the printer is transmitted , caus

ing the message to appear in printed form both at the sending

and at the receiving end .

The printer is generally assembled in one compact unit includ

ing also the transmitter. For certain uses however, the printer

and the transmitter are made separately. No fundamental

difference exists in the principle of operation , whether two

units or one unit is used , although only one motor is necessary

when the two devices constitute one unit . Fig. 39 shows a

type of instrument used both for receiving and for sending

printed communication . The striking of any key on the key

board causes the levers b to assume a certain arrangement.

The motor c is then connected to the sending mechanism by
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means of a clutch , and impulses are successively sent through

the connecting lines and the home printer d, printing , both at

с

C
G
I

Fig . 39

the distant end and also at home, the letter struck on the key

board. The message is printed on a narrow ribbon of paper

as shown at e. Motors at both ends of the line are started by

99
sa
mt

mumanan
Fig . 40

means of the push button f. The standard five -unit code is

used in this system .
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TRANSMITTER

nyly . The transmitter consists essentially of 31 keys and

the space bar, underneath which are five selector bars similar

to the one shown at a in Fig. 40. Each selector bar has a

series of notches with the sides of each notch slanting either

to the right or to the left. The selector bars are placed on roll.

ers so as to move easily to the right or to the left. The extreme

right end of each selector bar has a slot into which is placed

one end of a locking latch b . Moving the selector bar to the

right or to the left causes the locking latch b to swing on its

pivot c, the direction of the movement of the upper portion of

the latch being just the opposite to the direction of the move

ment of the selector bar . Directly in front and on the left of

each locking latch is a contact lever d, which is pivoted at e.

The horizontal portion of the contact lever d has a small pro

jection f about midway between the point e and the extreme

right end of the lever . The vertical portion of the contact leverd

is hook -shaped and ordinarily engages one or two contact

springs g. Associated with each contact lever d is a cam h.

When the shaft on which the cams are located is rotated , the

edge of every cam will press against the small elevation f on

its contact lever d, thus keeping the upper hook -shaped portion

of the contact lever d slightly to the right. When, however,

the notch in a cam comes over the projection f of a contact

lever d that is disengaged from the locking latch b, the projec

tion will enter the notch in the cam and the upper portion of

the lever will move slightly to the left. Depressing a key as

at i will move a selector bar either to the right or to the left,

the direction depending on which side of the incline on a selec

tor bar a key lever comes in contact with . For a given letter ,

some levers will be moved to the right, while others will be

moved to the left . For the letter E only the first bar is moved

to the left, the other four being moved in the opposite direc

tion. The effect on the first locking latch b will be to release

the contact lever d, so that when the notch in the cam comes

above the contact lever d, the vertical portion of that lever will

permit the contact springs to close . The latches associated

a
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with the other four selector bars will engage the contact levers

as shown in the figure, so that even though a notch in a cam

appears above their contact levers , the locking latch b will pre

vent the contact springs from coming together.

78. The manner in which current impulses are formu

lated and sent to the line will be considered in connection with

Fig. 41. It will be noted that in addition to the five contact

levers and five contact cams required for the character signal

there is one contact lever a and corresponding cam which are

not controlled by any selector bar. The action of this lever

and cam controls the operation of the dis

tant printer. The first and last impulses

are sent by this contact lever, and these

impulses start and stop the operation of

the printers at both ends of the line . The

other five contact levers and cams are

shown at b and c, respectively.

When a character is to be transmitted

and the selector bars have been moved

to their proper positions , they are held

during transmission of the signal by a

cam - operated locking loop d , which is
Fig. 41

moved down against the pointed heads

of the locking latches e . These latches will be either to the

right or to the left of the loop , their position depending on the

previous movements of the selector bars. The locking loop is

raised by the unlocking cam at the end of the transmission of

each signal.

The cams are so arranged that the notches in them follow

consecutively into operating positions as the shaft on which

they are mounted turns . When a notch in the first cam is

directly opposite a projection on its contact lever, the notch in

the next cam will be near but not quite over the projection on

its lever. As the notch in the first cam moves away, the sec

ond cam begins its action , then the third, etc. The contacts

that are actuated by the contact lever, but that are not held

down by the locking latches are closed consecutively. The con
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tacts of the levers that are held down by the locking latches do

not close, since the projections cannot rise to enter the notches

in the cams.

79. The key lever, besides arranging the various selector

bars , also trips a clutch-lever latch, which connects the cam

shaft f, Fig. 41 , through an intermediate shaft g to the shaft

of the motor. As the cam-shaft begins rotating, the first

impulse prepares the printer for the next letter ; the following

impulses select a letter or function , while the last impulse stops

the printer action . The purpose of these additional impulses

is the same as in the Western Electric Start-Stop system , that

is, to insure synchronism of operation . When the cam-shaft

has made one complete revolution , the unlocking cam h lifts

the locking loop d , permitting a setting up of another series of

impulses.

PRINTER

80. The action of the printer will be considered in the

same sequence in which the different devices are operated. The

Classico

Fig. 42

starting impulse energizes the printer magnet a , Fig. 42, and

the shaft b is thereby connected to the motor shaft and rotated ,

the speed of rotation being a little faster than that of the trans
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mitter cam-shaft. The shuttle c rotates with the shaft but it

may also have a horizontal movement along the shaft . The

roller d is mounted on the shuttle c . By action of a spring this

roller is pressed against the cam -ring e , and as the shaft rotates,

the roller rolls over the surface of the cam. The cam e has

five indents or notches on the surface next to the roller. In

each indent is a hole through which protrudes a selector pin f.

Ordinarily the armature extension g presses against the outer

ring of the shuttle, thus preventing the shuttle roller from

entering any of the depressions in the cam . When, owing to

a current impulse , the armature is attracted , the shuttle will be

free to move into the indent when the roller comes to a depres

sion in the cam é. The selector pin f, which at that moment

is projecting through a

hole in the depression , is

forced backwards by the

roller, causing the selec

tor plunger h to move

horizontally to the right.

Only those selector plun

gers will be moved whose

pins are a gainst the

roller when a current im

pulse comes in.

FIG. 43

81. When a selector

plunger starts to move

as indicated at a, Fig. 43,

it will strike the shaft of

a seeker b and press the

seeker out of alinement with the unoperated seekers. For clear

ness the plungers and seekers are shown in an upright position ;

in actual construction , however, both these devices are mounted

horizontally. The upper portions of the seekers are shown and

even with the operated seekers out of alinement with the unop

erated seekers the five flat tops touch each other. At the com

pletion of the movement, the seekers will be set for either

letter Y or figure 6. The seekers have not as yet been tripped.
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a

The action of the seekers is further shown in Fig. 44 (a ) ,

where the seekers are shown in their correct normal positions.

The pressure exerted by the trip lever a against the tops of

the seekers b has a tendency to rotate the seekers on their axes,

but as long as at least one of them rests against the flat por

tion of the combiner wheel c, that seeker will hold the others

in the position shown.

The combiner wheel c is made of there separate disks. Only

the rim of the central disk has a smooth surface, while the

rims of the outside and inside disks are notched. The central

disk acts as a wall

between the two

notched disks . The

seekers that have been

operated will be

pushed in a horizontal

direction and the ends

of the seekers will

bear on the outside

disk and the ends of

the unoperated seek

ers will remain on the

other notched disks.

When notches on both

disks come in such a

series that the lower

portions, or feet,of the

seekers are all above

notches , the seekers

find no support and

the pressure of the trip lever a, view ( 6 ) , rotates all of them

about their axes . A spring provides the necessary pressure.

The trip lever a also strikes the upper end of the trip pawl d

and, as will be explained, eventually causes printing of a letter.

Fig. 45

82. A projecting toe a , Fig. 45 , on the print arm b meshes

with the ratchet c, and the rotation of the typewheel and ratchet

wheel cause the print arm to describe an arc until the toe a of
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the print arm is disengaged. While describing this arc , the

print roller mounted on the print arm b rolls the tape against

the surface of the typewheel, and the impression of a character

is left on the paper ribbon. This action is known as flying

print, because the typewheel does not stop while the printing

is being done .

As the combiner wheel c, Fig. 44, the ratchet wheel c, Fig. 45 ,

and the typewheel d are all in a fixed relation to one another

on the same shaft , the letter to be printed is determined by the

point on the circumference of the combiner wheel where a

certain combination of seekers on rear and front paths of the

combiner wheel are without support for their toes , and in con

sequence release the print arm and bring it into contact with

the typewheel.

Just before the last stopping impulse , the print arm is reset

to its normal position by a lever actuated by a roller on the

ratchet wheel. The last impulse, by holding down the arma

ture of the magnet, causes the receiving-unit clutch to disen

gage and the printer is ready for the next letter.

The typewheel bears the letters of the alphabet and between

the letters are placed the figures and punctuation marks. On

the printer is provided a shift mechanism that is actuated by

the letter-shift or the figure -shift signal . The typewheel is

not rigidly fastened on its shaft but can be rotated a short dis

tance by the shift mechanism so that for a given position of

the shaft and of the combiner wheel , either a letter or a figure

will be printed , depending on the relative position of the com

biner wheel and the typewheel .

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

83. The electrical connections of the typewheel printer

are shown in Fig. 46. Two similar machines are here shown

connected by two line wires . Battery is found only at one

end . The operation of the two sets is started by depressing

the button of the control switch at one end. This opens a cir

cuit from the grounded battery through the control switch and

control relay at one station , the connection further extending
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through the control line , to the control switch and control relay

to the ground at the other station . The contacts of the control

relay, not shown in the illustration , close a circuit from a local

power supply through the motors , which starts the motors oper

ating. The transmitting contacts are then closed and opened

Signaling Line

from Control Line

ma
Coils

Control

Relay

Contacts

Control

Switch

FIG . 46

consecutively, by the depression of a key and setting up of a

code signal . The code impulses pass through the home-printer

electromagnet and through the distant electromagnet by way of

the signaling line , printing, therefore, at both ends the message

sent by either keyboard .

MORKRUM TYPE-BAR TAPE PRINTER

DESCRIPTION OF COMPLETE UNIT

84. The Morkrum type-bar tape printer, shown in Fig. 47,

is a compact machine combining both a transmitting and a

receiving unit . The keyboard a has thirty -one keys and a space

bar, with the letters , numerals , punctuation marks and func

tions clearly printed on the individual keys . By means of five

code bars , the keys are mechanically connected with the contact

levers b and the cams c on the transmitter shaft d. The shaft d

is connected with the shaft of the motor e by means of a clutch

and a set of gears. When a key is depressed , one or more of

the contact levers b are arranged for closing their respective

contacts, so that when the shaft starts turning, current impulses

are sent to the distant and local printers.

85. The same motor e, Fig. 47, that operates the trans

mitter, furnishes the necessary power for the printer. The

motor speed is regulated by means of the governor f. The
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type bars g , of which there are twenty - eight, are arranged in

an arc and pivoted at the lower ends . Behind the type bars

are the pull bars h, each one of which is associated with a type

m т

Ř

CAR

RET

TI

FIGS

ⓇOV
LTRS

LINE

FEED

FIG. 47

bar or with the performance of a function . The five notched

selector bars i may be moved individually either to the right or

to the left. When one or more of these have been moved in

one direction and the remaining ones in the opposite direction,
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a vertical column of notches is formed behind one of the pull

bars h . The pull bar so situated falls back a short distance

under the influence of a spring. The movement of the selector

bars is controlled by the electromagnet j acting in conjunction

with a series of cams on the printer shaft k and a number of

levers l.

The printing of a letter takes place when the selected type

bar is forced downwards and imprints the letter or character

on the paper tape m through the inked ribbon n . After each

letter of a word the tape is automatically moved to the next

printing position . Spacing between words is obtained by send

ing a special spacing signal.

OPERATION OF TRANSMITTER

86. The transmitter and the local and distant receivers

are ready to operate as soon as the motor is started at both

the transmitting and receiving instruments . Transmission then

starts with the depression of a key on the transmitter keyboard.

The resulting operations may then be followed with the aid of

the diagram shown in Fig. 48. Underneath the key levers, one

of which is shown at a, view (a) , are five code bars b each with

a series of triangular notches in it . The code bars are at right

angles to the key levers . When a key is depressed , it strikes

the side of a notch in each of the code bars and moves each of

the bars either to the right or to the left . The operations fol

lowing the depression of the lever a bearing the letter E will

be considered in this discussion .

87. The key E, Fig. 48 ( a ) , when depressed moves the

first of the code bars b to the left and the remaining ones to

the right. Near the right -hand end of each of the code

bars is a small rectangular slot that holds the lower end of a

locking latch c . The upper end of the locking latch c is near

the horizontal arm of the contact lever d. The code bars that

have been shifted to the right turn their locking latches in a

counter-clockwise direction so that the locking latches engage

the horizontal extensions of the contact levers. Those code

bars that have moved to the left turn their latches away from
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the contact levers , which is the case of the first code bar in

the illustration. The result is that some of the contact levers

are free and the others are locked. For clearness , some of the

latches, contact levers , and cams have been left out in the figure.

The key lever a in its downward movement depresses also

the release bar e. This lowers the horizontal extension of the

transmitting-clutch release arm f. The vertical extension of

the release arm moves away from a projection on the transmit

ting clutch g, with the result that the shaft bearing the contact

cams, one of which is shown at h, starts rotating . The motive

power is supplied by a motor through the shaft i and a set of

gears.

88. There are six contact cams similar to that shown at h,

Fig . 48 (a) , five of which act in connection with the five

code bars , and the sixth cam is the start-stop cam. Normally

the sixth cam keeps its contact closed while all the others have

their contacts open, as shown in view ( b ) . As soon as the

cams start revolving, the sixth cam is the first to act, followed

in close succession by the five other cams . The sixth cam

opens its contact and hence stops the flow of electricity in the

circuit. This brief interruption is known as the start pulse.

The cam h , view 2 ) , as well as all the other cams that are

not shown, has a notch in its surface , which as the cam rotates

comes over a projection on the contact lever d . Since the con

tact lever is not locked by its latch c it will rotate counter

clockwise, closing its contact . The other contact levers remain

locked by their latches , hence the rotation of their cams has no

effect on them . When the shaft has made a complete revolu

tion , the clutch becomes disengaged by the release arm f and

this stops the rotation of the shaft at a point to close again the

sixth-pulse contact. The transmitter is then ready for the next

letter or function .

PRINTER OPERATION

89. The operation of the printer begins with the first

pulse , or the opening of the line circuit. The printer magnet ;,

Fig. 48 (a ) , is normally energized , the circuit being closed

through the sixth contact of the transmitter. As soon as the
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circuit is broken , the magnet ; releases its armature . This

movement is translated through the trip k raising the stop

pawl latch l, which allows the stop - pawl m to swing out of the

path of the stop-arm n . The printer shaft o is now free to

turn and will run in step with the transmitting cam-shaft.

As the first, uppermost, selector cam on the shaft o is

engaging the first sword-operating lever p and moving it toward

the vertical prongs of the armature extension, the first mark

ing impulse is received and the magnet j is energized . This

moves the armature extension into such a position that the right

arm of the sword q bears against the right prong of the arma

ture extension and directs the pointed end of the sword q to

the left. As the shaft continues to turn , the first selector cam

releases the sword-operating lever p, which under the influence

of a spring drives the sword q against the left arm of the

selector-bar operating lever r, moving the first selector bar s to

the right. Inasmuch as for the letter E no current is received

for pulses 2 , 3 , 4, and 5 , the magnet j will not attract its arma

ture and the remaining four swords (not shown ) will be

directed to the right by the left prong of the armature exten

sion . The remaining four selector bars are , therefore , moved

to the left . With this arrangement of the selector bars a ver

tical column of slots is formed directly behind the pull bar t .

When the sixth cam on the receiving shaft o strikes the

power -clutch trip u the power clutch v is operated and the oper

ating cam w starts to revolve from its normal position ( high

side against roller ) . The operating lever x gradually rises

under the influence of a spring, lifting the operating bail y and

with it the selected pull bar t that is now attached to it. As

the pull bar rises it turns the type bar s causing it to drop

against the inked ribbon in contact with the paper tape on the

platen and to print the desired letter.

.

90. As the operating bail y, Fig. 48 (a ) , and its plunger

rise for the printing stroke , the cam face Qy on the plunger

moves the roller on the spacing operating arm b, forwards.

This causes the spacing pawl cy to engage a new tooth on the

spacing ratchet d . When the high side of the operating cam w
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again comes under the roller of the operating lever x, the plun

ger descends (the character having been printed ) and the spac

ing pawl C, rises and moves the spacing ratchet forwards one

tooth. This motion is transmitted to the platen shaft e, and

to the platen , which is thus set in position for the next character.

When the sixth or rest pulse is received , the receiving shaft

stops rotating until the next start pulse is received . The print

ing function and return of the operating bail y and its plunger

are not completed when the sixth pulse is received , but are com

pleted in time so that the selector bars are ready for the next

character when it is received.

The selector bars are not reset but remain operated until the

next selection is made. If a selector bar has been selected in

the previous character and is again required in the incoming

selection , it remains operated or moved to the right . Any new

ones not previously selected but required in the new selection

are now operated. Each sword -operating lever and each sword

operate for every character received , but only those selector

bars whose condition is being changed are moved.

91. The letter -shift, figure- shift, and blank functions do

not space the tape ahead . The letter-shift pull bar fı , Fig. 48

(a) , is operated when the proper pulse combination is received .

As this pull bar rises , the platen shift lever g, is turned clock

wise, moving the platen inwards to a position where the letters

on the type bars will strike the tape. The figures pull bar hy

when operated moves the platen and tape to the figure -printing

position . The spacing is suppressed by preventing the spacing

operating arm b, from following the cam-face a, on its down

ward stroke .

KLEINSCHMIDT TAPE PRINTER

PRINTER CONSTRUCTION

92. A tape printer similar in principle to the Morkrum

has been developed by the Kleinschmidt Electric Co. The

complete unit consisting of a transmitter and a typewriter, is

shown in Fig . 49. Of the transmitter mechanism , only the

keyboard a is visible , the accessory levers , cams , and other
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devices being enclosed in the lower portion of the unit. Seven

pulses are transmitted for each character and function, namely,

the start pulse, the five code pulses , and the stop pulse.

The printer is mounted directly over the transmitter. Both

the transmitter and printer are driven by the same motor. The

impulses received by the printer actuate the receiving magnet b .

The first pulse starts a pin shaft rotating . The following pulses

determine the selection of selector bars in the bank c . The

pull bars d normally rest against the code bars . The selected

pull bar is drawn by a spring into a column of notches in the

selector bars , and in this way causes one of the type bars e to

strike the paper tape f on the platen g through the inked

ribbon h.

There are two clutches on the printer. The first to act is

the selector clutch i, which starts the rotation of a pin shaft.

The power clutch j controls the rotation of the operating shaft,

which supplies the necessary power for the different operations

that follow the selection .

PRINTER OPERATION

93. Operation of Transmitter. - In Fig. 50 is shown a

schematic drawing of the train of action following the depres

sion of the key E on the keyboard and its reception on the

printing unit. View (a ) shows the mechanical interconnec

tions and view ( b ) is a schematic circuit diagram.

Upon the depression of a key lever a the code bars b are the

first to move, setting up the combination . The code bars b.

and the release bar c rest on edge at right angles above the key

levers . The bottom of each code bar and of the release bar

has a number of V -shaped notches cut into it , and these are

arranged to move the code bars according to the five -unit code.

When the key E is depressed , the key lever a strikes the slanted

sides of the notches in the code bars b and releases bar c, mov

ing the code bar 1 to the left , and the others , including the

release bar, to the right. At the right end of each code bar is

a slot , each of which holds a selecting cam d. The horizontal

extensions of the selecting cams actuated by the code bars that

have been moved to the left ( in this case only the first code
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>

bar ) slant downwards. The movement of the release bar c to

the right disengages the transmitter release arm e from the stop

disk f and the pin shaft g starts rotating .

94. A spring on the transmitting contact h, Fig. 50, keeps

the contact extension pressed against the forward end of the

pin shaft g and tends to keep the contact closed. As the pin

shaft rotates, the end pin strikes a cam face, not shown, which

temporarily moves the shaft g forwards and opens the con

tact h, sending the start pulse ( no current) to the line. In the

meanwhile the first pin on the shaft g approaches the first of

the selecting cams d, but does not touch it because it has been

removed from the path of the pin by the movement of code

bar 1 to the left. The contact h will, therefore, be closed dur

ing the period of the first impulse.

As the pin shaft rotates further, the remaining pins on the

shaft g will strike their respective cams, since these have not

been withdrawn by their code bars 2, 3, 4, and 5. When a pin

strikes a cam , the pin shaft is moved forwards and the contact h

is opened . Hence, during the period that the remaining four

pins are in contact with their cams no current is sent to the

line. At the end of the fifth pulse the fifth pin slides off its

cam , and the contact h closes , sending the stop pulse to the line.

The stop disk f now comes to rest against the transmitter

release arm e, but current will continue to go into the line until

the next key is depressed .

The power to operate the shaft g is supplied by a motor

through the shafts i and j and the transmitter clutch k.

95. Operation of Printer. — In the printer there is a select

ing unit with a pin shaft l, Fig. 50 (a ) , that is actuated axially

by the armature of the receiving magnet m, and is rotated by

the motor through a small friction clutch n . Beneath each pin

on the pin shaft 1 is a horizontal stop-bar o with its latch p per

pendicular to it . The selection is set up on the stop-bars o by

the pins on the pin shaft 1 and is , in turn, transferred to the

selector bars q.

When the signal for the letter E is received, the start pulse

deenergizes the selecting magnet m , which causes the pin shaft i
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to move to the right, and permits the rotation of the pin shaft

by allowing the stop-pin to slide off its inclined stop on the end

of the orientation lever r. As the pin shaft rotates , the first

pin strikes the first latch p and releases the first stop -bar o that

may have been latched up from the previous character.

Since the first pulse is a current pulse , the armature will be

held down and the pin shaft moved axially to the left as the

first pin approaches the first stop-bar 0. The pin will strike

the top edge of this bar , depressing it and latching it in this

position by its latch p . The second , third , fourth, and fifth

pulses of E being no -current pulses, the magnet armature will

be up and the pin shaft will be moved to the right. This allows

all the pins to pass between the stop -bars, not striking any of

them. However, all the latches will be released in turn , reset

ting the stop-bars, since these are wide enough to take care of

this axial movement of the pins . This is necessary in order

to clear out the previous selection .

Further rotation of the pin shaft l causes the sixth-pulse

cam s to strike the sixth-pulse latch t and release the clutch

release arm u . This occurs at the completion of the fifth pulse

in the selector. The pin shaft I continues to rotate until the

right-hand pin slides up on the inclined face of the stop on the

orientation lever ,r and the pin shaft is stopped. It is held and

the receiving clutch n slips until the next start pulse is received,

when the pin shaft is, again released to rotate.

96. The release of the clutch -release arm u, Fig. 50 (a ) ,

referred to in the previous paragraph, accomplishes two func

tions. First, the selector-bar 'return lever v is moved to the

left allowing the selected bars , in this case the first only, to

move to the left. The four other selector bars will remain to

the right because their stop -bars have remained up and are

in the paths of the notches in the selector bars q . Second, the

power clutch w is allowed to engage by the removal of the

clutch stop arm t, and the operating cam y, the high position of

which has been against the roller, starts to rotate. This motion

is transmitted through the operating -shaft arm 2 to the oper

ating shaft a, and bail bą .
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1The first portion of the upward motion of the bail b , per

mits all of the pull bars to move toward the selector bars q and

allows the selected pull bar ( to fall into the channel formed

by the slots in the selector bars at the point where they are all

in line . In this case the pull bar for letter E will drop into the

channel and its lug is engaged by the operating bail b, as it

travels further upwards under the influence of the printing

spring d . This action carries the type against the inked rib

bon and the paper tape on the platen e, thus printing the char

acter. Further rotation of the operating cam y lowers the

operating bail b , while the type bar and mechanism are returned

by the pull -bar spring fi .

The release -arm cam 9. in rotating causes the selector -bar

lever v to return the selector bars to their unoperated positions.

They are held locked up by the catching of the clutch release

arm u on the sixth-pulse latch t. The lug on the sliding half

of the
power clutch w rides up on the throw-out cam hy . This

disengages the power clutch and the final motion of the free

half is arrested by the power -clutch stop arm x, which holds

the clutch disengaged.

97. Spacing occurs after each character , except figure

shift, unshift , and blank . This is accomplished by the action

of the type bar in depressing the universal bar iż , Fig. 50 (a ) ,

which movement is transferred through the beam reset arm ji

and spacing beam k to the spacing pawi ly, causing it to step

back one tooth on the spacirig råtchet my. With the upward

motion of the spacing link, na , the spacing ratchet my is

advanced the distanceof one toot. For characters not requir

ing spacing, their type bars will not depress the universal bar,

and since the spacing pawl l , has not engaged a new tooth , it

will not advance the spacing ratchet .

For the printing of figures, the platen carriage is shifted

forwards mechanically by means of the figures pull bar 01,

which moves the shift lever forwards. For unshift the

action is similar, a letters pull bar qı pulling the shift lever and

platen back .

a
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